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The #1 Hot Sauce in Canada now brings you
the #1 Wing Sauce flavour in Canada
Frank’s RedHot®
Stingin’ Honey Garlic™ Sauce

Frank’s RedHot®
Honey Garlic Sauce

• Frank’s RedHot Stingin’ Honey Garlic™ Sauce
kicks it up a notch by offering a perfect blend
of Heat & Honey Garlic
• Frank’s RedHot Stingin’ Honey Garlic™ taps
into the growing trend of infusing heat into
traditional flavours**

• The wait is over – Operators now
have a one-stop-shop for their patrons’
favorite wing sauces!
• I Put That
on Everything – Perfect
for Wings, Ribs and Chicken Fingers
*Menu Incidence ~

Leading Wing Sauces Flavours (2014)

Honey Garlic
Barbecue
Buffalo

49
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PRODUCT

SIZE / FORMAT

UNIT UPC#

Frank’s RedHot® Honey Garlic Sauce

2/3.78 L

56200-92823

Frank’s RedHot Stingin’ Honey Garlic™ Sauce

2/3.78 L

56200-92824

®

www.frenchsfoodservice.ca
askus@frenchsfoodservice.ca
*Source: Technomic MenuMonitor 2014
**Source: McCormick Flavour Forecast 2014

© 2015 The French’s Food Company LLC
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POWER TO THE PEOPLE

A

“

In today’s frenetic
time-starved world,
change is being
fuelled by the rapid
rise of technology,
the growing need for
convenience and the
increasing influence
of millennials

”
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t no other time in history has so
much power rested in the hands
of the consumer. In the past,
consumer choice was dictated by what
businesses decided to offer. Today, the
opposite holds true: consumers now fuel
what operators feature on their menu.
The reality is quickly altering the face of
the restaurant industry and promises to
further alter what the foodservice industry will look like in the future.
Just look at the recent woes being
faced by McDonald’s Restaurants in the
U.S., where the leviathan has been forced
to restructure domestic and international units by shuttering hundreds of
restaurants, cutting costs and selling
back corporate stores to franchisees —
not to mention, of course, introducing
healthier items on an already packed
menu. In Canada, the giant is reportedly introducing kale salad and whole
grains to its menu, while, in the U.S.,
it’s testing sirloin burgers. As Robert
Carter of NPD noted at the Canadian
Restaurant Investment Summit held in
Toronto last month, “Consumers are in
control, and they’re changing the way
businesses operate.”
These days, it’s all about change. But,
while today’s consumers clearly want an
increasing number of healthier choices,
restaurant operators can’t afford to make
changes just for the sake of it. First, they
need to understand what’s driving it.
More often than not, in today’s frenetic time-starved world, change is being
fuelled by the rapid rise of technology,
the growing need for convenience (see
“Top 100 Report” overview story on p. 45)
and the increasing influence of millennials. In fact, according to stats from NPD,
millennials eat at restaurants more than
any other age group, with the average
one eating out of home 235 times a year.
Take a look around at the burgeoning
options on most restaurant menus, and

it’s clear a better educated and informed
consumer will no longer put up with the
same-old, same-old. Consumers are infinitely more vocal about what they like
and don’t like, as evidenced by the growing popularity and use of peer review
sites such as Yelp.
Today’s consumers are varied in their
demands: they want healthier offerings;
they want ethically sourced products;
they want to patronize businesses that
are treating their staff properly and compensating them well; and, above all, they
want innovative offerings. In fact, NPD
research shows 22 per cent of consumers will visit restaurants to try unique
items. Furthermore, they want to dine in
a casual environment, with fast-casual
now the fastest-growing segment in the
industry. In short, today’s consumers
want what they want, when they want it.
For operators struggling to increase
their share in an increasingly flat marketplace, the challenge to steal business
from somewhere else is an ongoing
battle. And, with the rate of change only
expected to intensify, operators need to
evolve and deliver innovation quicker
than ever.
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If you’d like to see your sales and profits reach new
heights, contact Piller’s Foodservice Sales.
We’re experts at helping your foodservice programs climb
to their potential.

Foodservice Sales • 1-800-265-2628
www.pillersfoodservice.com

MONTHLY NEWS AND UPDATES FOR THE FOODSERVICE INDUSTRY

GET WITH
THE PROGRAM

FYI

The foodservice industry is going through a metamorphosis, and successful
operators will keep evolving as millennials become the spenders of an economy in flux
BY BRIANNE BINELLI

C

hange is pervasive, but it’s how foodservice operators respond to the challenges it presents that makes
the difference. That was the theme of last month’s
Canadian Restaurant Investment Summit hosted by GE
Capital and held at the Hilton Toronto hotel.
The conference, which featured nearly 30 speakers and
attracted foodservice operators, executives and suppliers,
began with a look at the challenged economy. “The biggest
problem impacting the Canadian economy is oil,” said Chris
Elliott, senior economist, Restaurants Canada in Toronto,
adding that consumer confidence is falling, retail spending is down and household debt is on the rise. Conversely,
Jacob Mancini, senior manager, Franchise – Restaurants,
GE Capital in Toronto, explained that investors are still
interested in the restaurant space, which has strong same-store sales growth and improved product
offerings.
That said, the foodservice landscape is challenged as consumers gravitate towards the fast-casual model, better quality food and home-meal replacement. “We’ve seen a pull-back in consumers
visiting restaurants daily,” said Robert Carter, executive director, NPD Group in Toronto, noting
that any limited traffic growth is coming from the quick-service segment, as breakfast and lunch
dayparts grow, supper and snack dayparts slow and more customers turn to retail for meals. The
growth of the average eater check is driving sales. Top operators are standing out by offering menu
innovation, premiumization of core menu items, creating a price/value balance and introducing
limited-time offers and new technological tools.
Overall, creating new thought processes is key. That idea was further highlighted at a plenary
session and workshop run by Curt Steinhorst (pictured), millennial expert and president of The
Promentum Group, a Texas-based communications consultancy. “You have to understand Gen Y
… or you will have massive problems moving forward,” he said, explaining that the cohort is the
fastest-growing demographic. The disconnect? The average millennial started their first job five
to six years later than the average baby boomer, so they don’t understand the working world; and
they grew up in a technologically advanced world, so they don’t like face-to-face communication.
What they do like is unique experiences and visuals (photos, video). Learn how to get the best
out of this cohort. “Gen Y needs to feel challenged, valued and included,” said Steinhorst. So, shift
expectations, mentor them, introduce technology and give them the feedback they crave. After all,
innovation is key to succeeding in an evolving landscape. NPD’s Carter said it best earlier in the
day: “Change is inevitable, growth is optional.”

REVIEWING
THE FACTS
Foodservice executives attending
the Canadian Restaurant Investment
Summit in Toronto last month learned
the advantages of the online review
sphere in a break-out session about
best practices for online consumer
communication on the review site
Yelp. “Replying to a one-star review
is your way of changing the story,”
said Evelyn Wiseman Akerman, senior
community manager and director of
Marketing for Yelp in Toronto, noting
80 per cent of reviews on the site are
three stars or higher. “Turn [online
reviewers] into humans by speaking
to them as humans,” added Andreas
Antoniou, managing partner, Estiatorio
Volos and Little Anthony’s in Toronto,
explaining reviews (good or bad) can
create better business practices. The
consensus was clear: restaurant operators should add photos, video and
accurate information to their online
review pages that already exist and
respond consistently to reviewers with
the resources afforded them.

PHOTOS: PATTY WATTEYNE

A NEW LEADER Donna Dooher, owner of Toronto’s Mildred’s Temple Kitchen, introduced
herself as the new president and CEO of Toronto’s Restaurants Canada at the Canadian Restaurant
Investment Summit in Toronto this spring. Her message was clear: operators need to evolve with
the times. “Let’s be leaders in the industry, not followers,” she said. “We operate in a global [network], and we need to embrace that.”
FOODSERVICEANDHOSPITALITY.COM
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GOLD RUSH

COMING
EVENTS
JUNE 7-9: Ontario Dairy Council
Convention, JW Marriott The Rosseau
Muskoka Resort & Spa, Minett, Ont. Tel:
905-542-3620; email: info@ontariodairies.
ca; website: ontariodairies.ca
JUNE 10: Canadian Restaurant Trends
& Directions Conference, International
Centre, Mississauga, Ont. Email: cvedros@technomic.com; website: technomic.
com/events

Nature Creates..
Sardo preserves.

Sardofoods
1-866-591-0960

JUNE 10-11: Alberta Pork Congress,
Westerner Park, Red Deer, Alta. Tel:
403-244-7821; email: info@albertaporkcongress.com; website: albertaporkcongress.com
JUNE 10-12: Supply Chain Management
Association 2015 National Conference,
World Trade and Convention Centre,
Halifax. Tel: 416-977-7111; email: info@
scmanational.ca; website: scmanational.ca
JUNE 13-21: Niagara New Vintage
Festival, various locations in Vineland,
Jordan, Beamsville and Niagara-on-theLake, Ont. Tel: 905-688-0212; website:
newvintagefestival.com
JUNE 15-18: Hospitality Industry
Technology Exposition and Conference,
Austin Convention Center, Austin, Texas.
Website: hftp.org
JUNE 28-30: Summer Fancy Food Show,
Jacob K. Javits Convention Center, New
York, Tel: 646-878-0301; website:
specialtyfood.com
AUG. 23-25: Western Foodservice &
Hospitality Expo, Los Angeles Convention
Center, Los Angeles. Tel: 203-484-8054;
email: msoda@urban-expo.com; website:
westernfoodexpo.com
SEPT. 30: Kostuch Media’s Icons &
Innovators Breakfast Series with chef
Susur Lee, Toronto Region Board of
Trade. Tel: 416-447-0888, ext. 236; email:
talexandrou@kostuchmedia.com; website:
kostuchmedia.com

FOR MORE EVENTS,
VISIT http://bit.ly/FHevents
FOODSERVICEANDHOSPITALITY.COM
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From Grilled vegetables
to sundried tomatoes…
we carry your
requirements.

The Four Seasons Hotel Toronto was recently abuzz with the energy of local artisans,
restaurateurs and hoteliers who gathered
to honour outstanding contributors to the
industry at the Ontario Hostelry Institute’s
annual Gold Awards Dinner.
“I’ve been in the business for 35 years, and
I look at how far Ontario has come as far as
the quality of food we have the pleasure of
eating in this province,” said Ruth Klahsen
(pictured), owner and lead cheesemaker at
Monforte Dairy in Stratford, Ont., who was
named Artisan of the Year. “It’s always easy to
buy out of France or in Europe, but we really
need to buy Canadian and be proud of the
food we produce here.”
Three Chairman’s Lifetime Achievement
awards were presented to long-standing
members of the industry, including Mitch
Kostuch, Toronto-based Kostuch Media’s
late founder, whose son, Jim, accepted the
award on his behalf; Grey Sisson, chairman of
Burlington, Ont.-based SIR Corp.; and John
Rothschild, director of Vaughan, Ont.-based
Cara Operations Limited.
Seven additonal awards were presented
to various luminaries during the evening,
including Robert Housez, GM of the Hilton
Mississauga/Meadowvale (Hotelier); Claudia
Bianchi, owner of All Things Food and
Actinolite Restaurant (Media and Publishing);
John Higgins, director and corporate chef at
The Chef School, The Centre for Hospitality
and Culinary Arts at George Brown College
(Educator); Pearle Hospitality (Foodservice
Chain Operator); Gordon Food Service
(Supplier); Rob Gentile of King Street Food
Company (Independent Restaurateur); and
Keith Froggett, executive chef, Scaramouche
(Chef). — Jackie Sloat-Spencer

FYI

GLOBAL INSPIRATION

The annual SIAL Canada show brought the world’s food trends to
Toronto’s Direct Energy Centre this spring, as hundreds of suppliers
scouted new trade opportunities while exhibiting foodservice innovations on the showroom floor.
The 15th edition of SIAL Canada was teeming with exhibitors
touting products geared towards healthfulness, transparency and a
low environmental impact, including teas, olive oils and nuts, available in various organic options.
SIAL organizers highlighted pre-selected product innovations
at a special booth, which showcased offerings such as Malimousse
Seafood Dip with Greek yogurt, which earned the Grand Innovation
award, impressing judges with its small format and interesting flavour combinations such as salmon and maple. “The yogurt was a
draw, and it’s gluten-free — two factors we’re seeing as trends in
the industry,” said John Placko, the culinary director at the Modern
Culinary Academy in Toronto, who was part of the show’s jury.
Finalists included Doi Chaang Coffee Co.’s Social Medium, a 90-percent biodegradable coffee pod; Exotico’s Sumatra Robusta Green
Coffee, a low-calorie coffee; Fresh Attitude Fraiche’s Teriyaki Stir Fry;
Nupasta’s Konjac Angel Hair gluten-free pasta; Omax’s Nutritious
and Delicious Bar; Pure’s Infused Maple Syrup and Walter’s AllNatural Craft Caesar Mix.
Other showroom innovations included those that reduce coffee
pods going to landfill. Club Coffee L.P., based in Rexdale, Ont., has
developed 100-per-cent compostable coffee pods that can be tossed
in the green bin or backyard compost pile. “As we’ve been growing,
we’ve seen consumer concern around the waste problem single-serve
has created,” explained Claudio Gemmiti, SVP of Innovation and
Strategic Growth at the company that supplies to the retail and foodservice sectors. “Compostability delivers a consumer solution that is
convenient, simple and intuitive for consumers — you don’t have to
change their mindset or behaviours.” Working with the University
of Guelph, the team developed technology to build the coffee chaff
— a waste by-product of the coffee bean roasting process — directly
into the ring of the pod. Club Coffee is still securing approvals from
municipalities but expects to launch this year.
Next year’s SIAL show will be held in Montreal from April 13 to
15. — Jackie Sloat-Spencer
FOODSERVICEANDHOSPITALITY.COM
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Build a better burger!
0DGHZLWKYLVLEOHFKXQNVDQG¾DNHVRIGHOLFLRXV
ZLOGFDXJKW3DFL½F6DOPRQDQGFRPELQHGZLWKRXU
XQLTXHEOHQGRIVHDVRQLQJV7KH\KDYHDVXFFXOHQW

EXWWHU\¾DYRXUWKDWEXUJHUORYHUVFUDYH

Contact your High Liner Representative today.
1-800-387-7422

www.highlinerfoodservice.com
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IN BRIEF

Opening a new restaurant? Let us in on the buzz. Send a
high-res image, menu and background information about the
new establishment to bbinelli@kostuchmedia.com.

The next six months
aren’t looking good
for Alberta restaurant
operators, according to
Restaurant Canada’s
Restaurant Outlook
Survey, which found 40
per cent of restaurant
operators in the province
anticipate a lag in sales…
Toronto’s Pizza Pizza
Limited recently earned
the Canadian Franchising
Association 2015 Hall
of Fame Award, which
recognized the chain’s
solid business performance and leadership in
the franchise community.
Other winners included
Vancouver-based Browns
Socialhouse (New/
Emerging Franchise,

Chase
Hospitality’s
Colette Grand
Café has launched
a pop-up bakery
inside Toronto
beauty bar Her
Pampa
Majesty’s
Pleasure. Colette Petit Café offers spa-goers salads,
sandwiches and fresh-baked pastries…The new 180-seat
Pampa Brazilian Steakhouse in Calgary features
an interactive ‘Rodizio’ dining experience, where grill
masters carve off slices of beef, poultry, pork and lamb
tableside ($54.95 per person for dinner), served with
freshly prepared salads, carpaccio, artisanal bread and
fine cheeses…One18 Empire is catering to Calgary’s
spirit-sipping crowd, with a casual atmosphere and 100
whiskies, ryes, bourbons and Scotches; master distillers
also conduct educational sessions about the beverages.

Gold), Vancouver-based
Cobs Bread (New/
Emerging Franchise,
Silver), Toronto-based
Symposium Café
(Traditional/Mature
Franchise, Gold) and
Vancouver-based White
Spot Restaurants
(Traditional/Mature
Franchise, Silver)…April’s
Apple Watch release
inspired myriad innovations in restaurant apps,
including a new rewards
program by Mississauga,
Ont.-based Second Cup
Ltd. Members earn points
for every dollar spent
at Second Cup as well
as pay for purchases,
top up their card balance and locate a café.
The app also includes

a “tap-to-drop” feature
that responds to gravity and releases a drop
of liquid into a virtual
Rewards cup…Michaël
Cotard, chef and owner
of Cotard Chocolatier in
Saint-Sauveur, Que., was
named the 2015 Canadian
Chocolate Master at
the 2014-2015 World
Chocolate Masters competition held recently at
the Chocolate Academy
in Montreal. Christophe
Bonzon, chef/chocolatier at Chez Christophe
Chocolaterie Pâtisserie
in Burnaby, B.C., and
Christophe Sportellini,
head of production at
Maison Christian Faure
in Montreal, placed
second and third respec-

PHOTO: DONG KIM [PAMPA]
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tively…Fromagerie du
Presbytère’s Laliberté
from Quebec was
crowned the Grand
Champion at the Dairy
Farmers of Canada’s
Canadian Cheese Grand
Prix Gala of Champions
in April. The cheese was
lauded for its well-balanced flavour, with hints
of mushroom pastures
and root vegetables.

PEOPLE

SUPPLYSIDE

ally acclaimed toques…
Mixologist Lauren Mote
was named Bartender
of the Year at Vancouver
Magazine’s 26th Annual
Restaurant Awards. Mote,
who serves as co-proprietor of Bittered Sling
Bitters and bar manager
at Uva Wine & Cocktail
Bar, recently collaborated
with the Yew Seafood +
Bar to launch a cocktail
menu inspired by the
world’s oceans.

Nathan Brown has joined
the Fairmont Pacific Rim
in Vancouver as executive
chef. He was previously
executive chef at The
Ritz-Carlton, Beijing in
China, where he spent the
past three years leading
0112015_FoodService&HospitalityMagAdfinalREVISED.pdf
Nathan Brown
a team of internation-

1

Mississauga, Ont.-based
Stagevision has become
the official audio-visual
equipment supplier for
the Allstream Centre
at Exhibition Place in
Toronto, adding 160,000
sq. ft. of meeting space to
its portfolio of properties in the city…Artisanal
bread producer Boulart
Inc. earned Non-GMO
Project Verified status
for its line of premium
breads. Boulart Inc. produces baguettes, demibaguettes, miche and
rolls at its 125,000-sq.-ft.
facility in Lachine, Que…
Ontario Pork farmers take
centre stage in a new set
of videos that address
12/03/15
8:48 PM
topics such as hormone

and antibiotic use, vet
visits, sow housing, animal welfare and more
at ontariopork.on.ca…
Hendrix Restaurant
Equipment & Supplies
recently welcomed
suppliers to its new
10,000-sq.-ft. showroom
in Toronto at 77 Samor
Rd. It features commercial
equipment, a tableware
gallery and a full-service
professional test kitchen,
which will host interactive cooking classes and
vendor demonstrations…
Andrea Nicholson is the
new corporate chef at
Maple Leaf Foods in
Mississauga, Ont., where
she will support product
development initiatives
and provide recipe ideas

for Appehtite.ca…Chef
Graham Hayes will be
providing culinary expertise to Mississauga, Ont.’s
French’s Food Company
and Concord, Ont.’s
McCormack Bourrie Sales
and Marketing as part of
a new partnership. Hayes
will support both teams’
Canadian businesses in
foodservice, retail
and HMR.
OBITUARY
John Phoenix died from a
heart attack April 20 at the
age of 67. Joining the Toronto
branch of the Canadian
Association of Foodservice
Professionals in 1979,
Phoenix was named Food
Executive of the Year in 1993
and was president from 1994
to 1996.

There are more reasons than ever
to connect with Kostuch Media
GREAT MAGAZINES
For almost 50 years, KML has been the foodservice and hospitality industry’s leading publisher, producing the most recognized magazine
brands. Foodservice and Hospitality is published
11 x a year and features insightful analysis of the
trends impacting the $70-billion industry, statistical reports that allow operators to benchmark
and measure their own success, as well as profiles
of the hottest concepts and chefs in the industry.

Print

Hotelier magazine, which celebrated its 25th
anniversary in 2014 is the hotel industry’s leading national publication. Published 8 times a
year, the magazine features timely stories on the
trends making the news, highlighting the fastest-growing segments and the most successful
brands and independents, as well as regular profiles on the movers and shakers in the dynamic
hotel industry.

digital

Events

Compelling websites

Spectacular events

Whether you’re looking for daily news on the foodservice or hotel industry, searching for resources to
help you improve your business offerings or just
eager to learn from the industry’s icons and innovators, our magazine websites and weekly digital
newsletter offer compelling and relevant information that will keep you informed and educated. Visit
foodserviceandhospitality.com or hoteliermagazine.com for daily news, feature articles or digital
issues in their entirety, as well as video clips from
our Icons & Innovators breakfast series and our renowned Pinnacle Awards. It’s all just a click away.

Are you interested in networking opportunities,
and/or learning opportunities from those in the
know? Then KML’s events should be on your todo list. We offer a range of events, from our Icons
& Innovators breakfast series featuring one-onone interviews between KML editor/publisher
Rosanna Caira and the industry’s leading luminaries to the renowned and respected Pinnacle
Awards, and more.

kostuchmedia.com

FROM THE DESK OF ROBERT CARTER

GET INFORMED

Keeping on top of everything, from the weather
to industry stats, is integral to business success

T

extreme weather conditions in any season?
The first step is to keep informed. Thankfully,
the greater reliability of weather forecasts
and traffic trends can help operators determine when they need to develop weather-related marketing strategies. Consider
the following:

here’s no doubt weather — good
or bad — affects restaurant sales
and traffic. Mother Nature generates
rain and snow, cold and hot days as well as
humid and dry spells, creating conditions
that affect consumers in different ways.
The primary reaction to bad weather is to
stay home. In fact, in the most recent report
period, ending January 2015, traffic declined
two per cent in Canada. In 2014, the period between January and March marked
the lowest restaurant traffic of the year at
1.27 billion, compared to peak traffic of
1.55 billion in the months between August
and October. While not totally quantifiable,
when you consider this past winter, there’s
little doubt the elements had an impact on
consumer behaviour. A series of storms hit
Canada in the first week of January, ushering in miserable conditions for most of the
country. Consumers reacted to these warnings by hunkering down and staying inside
instead of visiting a restaurant.
The question is how can foodservice operators entice customers to get out of the house
and patronize their restaurant during any

n Weather changes consumers’ tastes for
certain menu items, so promote “bad
weather” offerings on the menu, such
as hot items on cold days and cold items
on hot days.
n Bad weather drives up TV viewing,
so increase advertising when weather
keeps your customers indoors.
n Using social media is critical to
delivering lucrative promotions and
meal incentives to the consumer. Place
promotions on your website and use
email campaigns and text messages to
reach target customers.
Whatever the solution, it’s important to
understand action is necessary to increase
traffic during terrible weather conditions. l

ACCESS
STATISTICS
FASTER

TOTAL RESTAURANT TRAFFIC (000s)
1,800,000
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Whether designing new marketing campaigns

1,400,000

or developing long-term strategies, the
digital age has created an ongoing sense of

1,200,000

responsiveness and urgency. In fact, NPD has
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received feedback from foodservice market-

800,000

ers who need to get a quicker read on restau-

600,000

rant industry performance. Their businesses
were often calendar-year oriented, while

400,000

NPD’s CREST data has always been based
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on seasonality. So, effective immediately,
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monthly update, allowing clients more flexibility. Ultimately, faster, more accurate information will allow business owners to understand
their consumers better.

Robert Carter is executive director, Foodservice Canada, with the NPD Group Inc.
He can be reached at robert.carter@npd.com for questions regarding the latest trends
and their impact on the foodservice business.
FOODSERVICEANDHOSPITALITY.COM
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Canadian cheese may be relatively young, but it’s
winning favour among local chefs and their customers
BY MARY LUZ MEJIA
CANADIAN MENUS

boasting European cheeses used to denote
a worldly elegance. And, although
there’s an enduring soft spot among
diners for fine imports — from aged
Spanish manchego to French brie de
meaux — Canadian chefs and restaurateurs are increasingly serving smallbatch, home-grown cheeses in keeping
with increasingly local-leaning menus.
“[Consumers] are looking for
something interesting. At one time,
[they] wouldn’t touch cheese if
it wasn’t orange or cheddar,” says
Willem van den Hoek, owner of That
Dutchman’s Farm in Upper Economy,
N.S. “It’s the same story with bread,
beer and wine. Now you get artisan-made products people want.” And,
Canadian cheesemakers are appeasing
a new consumer appetite by taking

SCENE STEALER Local artisanal cheese gets star billing in Canadian restaurants — whether it’s Cows Creamery’s extra-old
cheddar and That Dutchman’s Old Growler melted around bacon on a breakfast pizza at Canteen in Dartmouth, N.S., (above) or
a succulent dessert of brie with figs, honey and chocolate

14 FOODSERVICE AND HOSPITALITY JUNE 2015
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PHOTO: DREAMSTIME.COM [GOAT’S MILK CHEESE]

KEEP IT LOCAL Martin Kouprie, chef and
co-owner of Toronto’s Pangaea makes his own
cheese (below), which has increased diner interest in ordering it as a dessert at his restaurant;
Dartmouth, N.S.’s Canteen and Vancouver’s
Forage support local cheese artisans, which
shows in dishes such as the former’s Big Dad
Sandwich (above) and the latter’s risotto

ing Canadian cheese. Look no
further than Burnaby, B.C.’s
Fatburger Canada and Ricky’s All
Day Grill as well as Vancouverbased Triple O’s, all of which
highlight Canadian cheddar on
their cheeseburgers.
According to Jill Failla, associate editor of Consumer Research
at Chicago-based research firm
Technomic Inc., items containing
Canadian cheese descriptions have
increased 4.2 per cent on leading
chain menus since 2013. Recent
favourites include the Canuck variations on smoked gouda, cheddar,
cheese blends, goat’s cheese and
feta. “Feta is now a top cheese choice for
sandwiches, likely due to the proliferation of
Greek cuisine; it’s also still a fastest-growing
cheese among all entrées,” she adds.
So, although Canadian tastes have trended
toward milder cheese, such as havarti and
cheddar, consumers are also opening up to
bolder, stronger flavours such as those found
in blue cheeses and harder aged cheeses with
more depth, says van den Hoek. According
to Technomic’s MenuMonitor, gorgonzola,
smoked gouda, brie, edam and havarti are the
top five fastest-growing cheeses on leading
entrée menus.
Overall, cheese ingredients have remained

INGREDIENT
OF THE MONTH:
GOAT’S MILK CHEESE
Goat’s milk cheese is increasing
in popularity on Canadian menus,
according to Chicago-based
research firm Technomic Inc.
From milder, Canadian chèvre
to the more pungent Greek feta,
goat’s milk cheeses range in flavour, texture and consistency. The
Canadian palate has traditionally
preferred a milder-flavoured soft
goat’s cheese, which is often
touted as a good alternative
for those who have milk-related
intolerances, as it has twice the
protein, half the fat and smaller fat
globules than cow’s milk.

stable on leading menus during the past two
years. “The most growth is in starter, side and
dessert categories,” Failla says. “Cheese is a
staple ingredient to numerous dishes across
segments, meal parts and menu categories,
and it has sustained its prevalence despite
menus getting smaller.”
This is the case at Pangaea Restaurant
in Toronto’s tony Yorkville neighbourhood
where Martin Kouprie, chef and co-owner,
makes his own. “Since we started offering our
homemade cheese, we’ve seen an exponential
interest in ordering it as a dessert option,”

Old World traditions and marrying them
with local ingredients such as herbs and wine.
Van den Hoek has been crafting farmstead-style Dutch cheeses for 40 years. He’s
not worried about the competition from
imported Dutch cheese. “There’s added value
in buying directly from us, because people
know us, support us and have a connection with us,” says the artisan. “Most of the
imported stuff is generic.”
Although the broader Canadian cheese
market is young, our producers are making
an impact worldwide. In 2013, the Lancaster,
Ont.-based Glengarry Fine Cheese’s caramel,
buttery two-year-old gouda-style Lankaaster
Aged Loaf was named Global Champion
Cheese at the prestigious Global Cheese
Awards in Somerset, England. And, last year,
the inaugural Canadian Cheese Awards were
launched as a biennial event.
Quick-service chains are even promotFOODSERVICEANDHOSPITALITY.COM
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THAT DUTCHMAN
Willem van den Hoek
and his wife, Maja,
have been making
natural, Farmsteadstyle Dutch cheeses at
That Dutchman’s Farm
in Upper Economy,
N.S. for 40 years. Crafted with unpasteurized
milk, which promotes a fuller body and richer
flavour, their 2009 Canadian Grand Prix Old
Growler is aged from a mild gouda into a oneand-a-half-year-old hard, dry-aged growler. Chef
Renée Lavallée of The Canteen in Dartmouth
loves the cheese’s “caramelized nuttiness.” At
The Canteen, The Old Growler replaces Grana
Padano or Parmesan in everything from salads,
sandwiches and gratins, to the snowy cap on a
bowl of pasta. Van den Hoek is also known for his
award-winning Dragon’s Breath Blue. He advises
customers to slice off the top and breathe deeply
to discover a spicy yet pleasant nose. “We used
to associate blue cheese with crappy Danish
blue, but we’re realizing they can be beautiful — creamy with mushroom undertones,” says
Lavallée of That Dutchman’s cheese.

he says.
Kouprie’s cheeses are European in style,
but they’re named after Toronto neighbourhoods. There’s the appenzeller-style
cheese washed with wine and herbs dubbed
Corktown; a “rich blue-blood cambazola”
called Rosedale; and a Parmesan-style cheese
named Palmerston. Using traditional farmhouse methods, Pangaea’s small-batch-made
cheese comprises 16L of organic milk and
other pure ingredients such as herbs and
spices. “We serve a generous portion of cheese
with a single tear of honey, stewed fruit, a
fresh fruit — like a ripe fig — and sliced,
house-made ficelle bread instead of crackers.”
At every service, six of the roughly 11 varieties
are on offer. (For $19, diners can choose three,
or they can order all six for $36.) Kouprie also
sources Parmesan from Italy or Stilton from
England to keep up with demand, as he also
uses cheese in dishes such as his pear and
endive salad appetizer ($15).
At Vancouver’s eco-forward Forage
Restaurant, Chris Whittaker, executive chef,

sources cheese from British Columbia exclusively. Supporting local producers is a tenet
of Forage’s operating philosophy, but that’s
not the only reason he shops in his province’s backyard. “We have always found local
artisanal cheeses get the most interest from
customers. If someone hears we’re serving
(Penticton’s) Poplar Grove Cheese or (Maple
Ridge’s) Golden Ears Cheeseworks, for example, they may have a geographical or personal connection to it.” He adds: “People are
increasingly aware of where their food comes
from, or they want to know.”
Forage’s Golden Ears Cheeseworks
Cheddar Pan Bread with spicy local honey
($8) is a favourite. Golden Ears’ Brie also takes
a starring role in Whittaker’s stinging nettle
risotto with short-grain rice, hazelnut praline
and salt-cured duck yolk ($15). His artisanal
cheese board dessert alternative is served with
stewed fruits and local honey ($15). Gone are
the days of “gooey, greasy, hot messes melted over something,” says Whittaker. “Cheese
today is a key component to a dish’s flavour,
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texture and visual appeal.”
Like Whittaker, Renée Lavallée, chef/
owner of The Canteen Sandwich Shop in
Dartmouth, N.S., prefers to use her region’s
artisanal cheeses as key flavour enhancers. Her
menu features producers such as Holmestead
Cheese from Nicholsville, N.S., Foxhill from
Nova Scotia, Hug Your Nanny Goat Cheese
from Weymouth, N.S., Cows Creamery from
Charlottetown and That Dutchman’s Farm
from Upper Economy, N.S.
The family friendly casual eatery showcases cheese in everything, from its bestselling man-sized Big Dad sandwich ($9.50)
featuring Cows Applewood-smoked cheddar,
Holmestead feta and Canadian burrata piled
amidst layers of cold cuts and veg, to the
Breakfast Pizza ($8), featuring Cows extra-old
cheddar and That Dutchman’s Old Growler
melted around bacon slivers and a sunnyside-up egg. “[Consumers] are more educated
these days,” she says. “[They’re] taking an
interest in good, Canadian cheese.”
Buying local also shelters restaurant oper-

ators from paying import quotas, tariffs and
more. And, premium product, often sourced
from local cheesemakers’ herds, raises a dish’s
profile. “We pay a premium for the product,
and that’s factored into the price of the dish,”
Whittaker says.
This is good news, since fluctuating dairy
prices are an ongoing issue. “Canada’s supply
management system constrains the amount of
imported dairy operators can purchase at an
affordable price,” explains Failla. “Restaurants
will likely increasingly call out Canadianmade cheeses on their menus to promote
local sourcing and manage cheese costs.” It’s
a win-win since consumers value locally produced ingredients and are willing to spend
a little extra on cheese produced in Canada,
she notes.
It’s important chefs keep up the momentum, supporting local producers. “Most of
the local cheeses we have are young or quicker cheeses,” says Whittaker. “A movement to
more long-term aging of cheeses is becoming
apparent.”

But, Kouprie believes there’s room for new
talent to revitalize the cheese industry the
same way microbreweries did for beer. “I don’t
believe the (Canadian) Dairy (Commission)
would push back against innovation, development and the introduction of new varieties.
In fact, they have systems in place to encourage new cheesemakers to enter the market by
offering an experimental quota.”
Van den Hoek isn’t as optimistic. He finds
new, mandatory regulations and expensive
facility updates are barring a lot of young
people from entry. “I’m sure big corporations
will get into the business of making artisanal
cheese as smaller companies get bought out
and owned by the big guys. They’ll provide a
facsimile of the real thing,” he says.
But consumers, counters Kouprie, are genuinely interested in discovering a new ingredient and the story behind it. If Canadian cheesemakers can make that story sing and get past
the multiple hurdles facing them, there’s a
fighting chance for more terroir-based, smallbatch Canadian cheeses. l
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IT’S THAT SPECIAL TIME OF YEAR: summer is just around the corner, and there’s a promise of fresh
beginnings. With that in mind, F&H presents its annual “Top 100 Report,” which prepares readers for the
12 months ahead by taking stock of the last calendar year (ending Dec. 31, 2014), ranking foodservice
chains by gross sales. The stats are complemented by an overview offering analysis and feedback about
challenges and victories from top performers on the report (see p. 45) as well as a case study chronicling
MTY’s recipe for growing a successful business model through acquisitions — a trend permeating the
foodservice scene (see p. 51). Enjoy. — Brianne Binelli
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1 1
			
			
			
			
			

Tim Hortons Inc. (Restaurant Brands International Inc.)
Tim Hortons Inc. is owned and operated by Restaurant Brands International Inc.,
the new, publicly traded parent company of Tim Hortons and Burger King, which
was formed in December; there are 4,671 units in operation worldwide. During the
past year, the company added 186 new restaurants, including 141 in Canada, 25 in
the U.S. and 20 in the Gulf Cooperation Council.

Oakville, ON

4,671

‡

$7,343.3

‡ $6,770.0

2 2
			
			
			
			
			

McDonald’s Restaurants of Canada Ltd.
A wholly owned subsidiary of McDonald’s Corp., McDonald’s Restaurants of
Canada operates 1,440 units in Canada. In early 2015, McDonald’s Corp.
announced a series of initiatives across the globe that included healthier menu
items and tablet ordering. The company also spun off a fast-casual test concept in
Australia called The Corner by McCafé.

Toronto, ON

1,440

*$3,888.0

*$3,860.0

3 3
			
			
			
			

Subway (Doctor’s Associates Inc.)
A privately owned company operated by Doctor’s Associates Inc., Subway operates
3,154 units in Canada with 39,994 worldwide. Last year, Subway added 129 new
units in Canada. Its parent company expects to open 2,500 restaurants globally
in 2015.

Milford, CT

3,154

$1,400.0

$1,600.0

4 5
			
			
			
			

Boston Pizza International Inc.
Boston Pizza International Inc. is a private, Canadian-owned operating company
and franchisor of 366 restaurants in Canada. It opened eight new full-service
restaurants and completed renovations in 53 of its restaurants in 2014. There are
three new locations under construction.

Richmond, BC

366

$1,012.0

$974.8

5 4
			
			
			
			
			

Starbucks Coffee Canada Inc.
Starbucks Coffee Canada Inc. operates as a division of Starbucks Corporation with
1,332 units in Canada. During the past year, the company opened 56 units in
Canada. In addition to rolling out its La Boulange pastry program in Canada, the
chain announced the Starbucks Evenings menu, which offers beer and wine at
select locations.

Toronto, ON

1,332

$1,000.0

$1,000.0

6 6
			
			
			

A&W Food Services of Canada Inc.
A&W Food Services of Canada Inc. is a privately owned company with 831 units in
Canada. Last year, the brand opened 37 new units. The team plans to add 37 new
units per year.

North Vancouver, BC

831

$985.6

$891.3

7 7
			
			
			

Wendy’s Restaurants of Canada Inc.
Wendy’s Restaurants of Canada Inc. is a division of The Wendy’s Company, with
360 units in Canada and 6,097 outside of Canada. In 2014, the company sold 237
company-operated restaurants to franchisees, including 29 restaurants in Canada.

Oakville, ON

360

*$638.0

*$651.0

8 9
			
			
			
			

Coldstone Creamery (Kahala Corporation)
Coldstone Creamery is operated by Kahala Corporation, a private, Canadianowned company with 17 units in Canada and 1,600 units worldwide. Kahala is
expanding its brands domestically and internationally with the addition of 75 new
units in South Africa, Kenya, Vietnam, Brazil, El Salvador, Pakistan and Bangladesh.

Scottsdale, AZ

1,600

$625.4

‡ $568.0

9 8
			
			
			
			

KFC (Kentucky Fried Chicken Canada Company)
KFC Canada Company operates as a division of Yum Brands Inc., a publicly traded
company with 646 units in Canada. It was previously part of Yum Restaurants
Canada, which was dissolved in 2014. During the past year, KFC introduced beer
and wine to its fast-casual KFC Fresh/Select units in Toronto.

Vaughan, ON

646

$624.2

$630.5

‡

		
* Denotes estimate; ‡
Ω Canadian-owned
Y/E Fiscal April 2013;
company
√ Y/Ewhose
Fiscal May
operations
2013; ∂outside
Y/E Fiscal
Canada
Juneare
2013;
reflected
∑ Y/EinFiscal
grossJuly
sales
2013;
and ◊Y/E
units Fiscal August 2013; ∞ Y/E Fiscal September 2013; ∆ Y/E Fiscal October 2013; † Y/E Fiscal November 2013
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10 10
		
			
			

International Dairy Queen
A privately owned company with 617 units in Canada and 5,875 units outside of
Canada, International Dairy Queen opened 23 new units and remodelled 18
locations last year. In 2015, the team will open 24 new units.

Minneapolis, MN

617

$558.0

$531.0

11 11
		
			
			
			
			

Swiss Chalet (Cara Operations Ltd.)
Swiss Chalet is owned by Cara Operations Ltd., with 215 units in Canada. In April,
Cara Operations became a publicly traded company, announcing plans to open
14 new restaurants in 2015 as well as plans to expand the Swiss Chalet brand in
Western Canada. The team is also seeking new location opportunities for a Swiss
Chalet/Harvey’s combination concept.

Vaughan, ON

215

$546.0

*$494.5

12 12
			
			
			
			

Keg Restaurants Ltd.
Keg Restaurants Ltd. is a privately owned Canadian company with 93 units
in Canada and 14 units in the U.S. Last February, the Toronto-based Fairfax
Financial Holdings Limited purchased a 51-per-cent stake in the company. In 2015,
the team plans to open six new Keg restaurants. Y/E Fiscal September 2014

Richmond, BC

107

$529.0

‡ $474.9

13 13
			
			
			
			

Pizza Pizza (Pizza Pizza Limited)
A privately owned company, Pizza Pizza Limited operates 408 traditional units and
238 non-traditional locations in Canada. The company plans to add 15 new units in
2015 in Ontario, Quebec, Manitoba and Saskatchewan. Recently, the company
introduced internationally inspired pizzas to its menus.

Toronto, ON

646

$413.3

$411.1

14 14
		
			
			
			
			

Burger King Canada (Redberry Franchising Corp.)
Burger King Canada is operated by master franchisee Redberry Franchising Corp.,
with 283 units in Canada. Late last year, Burger King and Tim Hortons merged to
create a new publicly traded company called Restaurant Brands International.
In 2014, the team added 16 new units and has plans to add 15 to 20 new units
in 2015.

Mississauga, ON

283

$352.1

$375.7

15 			
			
			

St. Hubert BBQ Ltd.
St. Hubert is a privately owned company with 115 units in Ontario, New Brunswick
and Quebec. The company plans to expand by adding units in Buckingham, Que.
and Val-Bélair, Que.

Laval, QC

115

*$345.0

—

Yogen Früz (Yogen Früz Canada Inc.)

Markham, ON

1,005

16 16
			
			
			
			

Yogen Früz is a privately owned Canadian company owned by Yogen Früz Canada
Inc., with 171 units in Canada and 1,005 worldwide. In 2015, the company plans to
expand domestically and internationally in traditional and non-traditional locations
in Nigeria, India and Portugal.

17 15
			
			
			
			

Pizza Hut (PH Canada Company)
Pizza Hut operates as a division of Yum Brands Inc., a publicly traded company, with
383 units in Canada. The company was formerly part of Yum Restaurants Canada,
which dissolved in 2014. The global Pizza Hut division opened 465 new
international units in 2014.

Vaughan, ON

18 27
			
			
			
			
			

Harvey’s (Cara Operations Ltd.)
Harvey’s is operated by Cara Operations Ltd., with 261 units in Canada. In April,
Cara Operations became a publicly traded company and announced plans to
open 14 restaurants in 2015 and expand the Harvey’s brand in Western Canada.
The company is also seeking locations for a Swiss Chalet/Harvey’s combination
concept.

Vaughan, ON

GROSS SALES
2014 (millions)

‡

GROSS SALES
2013 (millions)

$326.6

‡ $295.2

383

$313.4

$307.5

261

$267.0

*$160.3

‡

* Denotes estimate; ‡ Canadian-owned company whose operations outside Canada are reflected in gross sales and units
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19 17
			
			
			

Domino’s Pizza of Canada
A privately held company that operates 384 Domino’s units in Canada and 11,600
stores globally. Domino’s Pizza of Canada aims to complete its new Pizza Theatre
remodels by the end of 2017.

Windsor, ON

384

*$256.5

*$254.0

20 18
			
			
			
			

Taco Time (Kahala Corporation)
Taco Time is operated by Kahala Corporation, a private, Canadian-owned company
with 132 units in Canada and 450 units worldwide. The Kahala team is expanding
domestically and internationally with the addition of 75 new units in South Africa,
Kenya, Vietnam, Brazil, El Salvador, Pakistan and Bangladesh.

Scottsdale, AZ

450

‡ $249.1

‡ $230.0

21 19
			
			
			

Montana’s (Cara Operations Ltd.)
Montana’s is operated by Cara Operations Ltd., with 91 units in Canada. In April,
Cara Operations became a publicly traded company, announcing plans to open
14 new restaurants in 2015 and expand the Montana’s brand in Western Canada.

Vaughan, ON

91

$234.0

*$211.6

22 24
			
			
			
			

Pita Pit
A privately owned Canadian company with 200 units in Canada and 332 units
outside of Canada. In 2014, Pita Pit opened 96 new locations worldwide with
plans to add 136 new locations over the coming year. The company also plans to
expand into Saudi Arabia and Singapore.

Kingston, ON

532

23 20
		
			
			

Moxie’s Grill & Bar (Northland Properties)
A private company operated by Northland Properties, Moxie’s Grill & Bar operates
64 units in Canada. In 2015, the team plans to open three new units, including
one in Dallas.

Vancouver, BC

64

*$205.7

*$209.9

24 21
			
			
			

The Second Cup Ltd.
The Second Cup Ltd. is a public company operating 347 units in Canada. In 2014,
Second Cup unveiled Second Cup Coffee Co., a rebranded concept in Toronto. It
also acquired 18 locations from franchisees in the Toronto area.

Mississauga, ON

347

$182.8

$191.4

25 26
		
			
			

White Spot Restaurants (White Spot Limited)
White Spot Restaurants is privately owned by White Spot Limited, which also
operates Triple O’s. White Spot Restaurants operates 64 units in Canada and has
plans to add two additional units in 2015.

Vancouver, BC

64

$172.0

$165.0

26 23
		
			
			

Jack Astor’s Bar & Grill (SIR Corp.)
Owned and operated by SIR Corp., Jack Astor’s operates 38 units in Canada and
one unit in the U.S. In fiscal 2014, the company renovated four units and opened
one new unit. The team plans to add three Jack Astor’s in 2015. Y/E Fiscal August 2014

Burlington, ON

39

27 25
			
			
			

Milestones (Cara Operations Ltd.)
Milestones is owned by Cara Operations Ltd., with 53 units in Canada.
In April, Cara Operations became a publicly traded company and announced
plans to open 14 new restaurants in 2015.

Vaughan, ON

53

$169.0

*$171.8

28 22
			
			
			
			

East Side Mario’s (Cara Operations Ltd.)
East Side Mario’s is owned by Cara Operations Ltd., with 80 units in Canada. In
April, Cara Operations became a publicly traded company, announcing plans for
an additional 14 new restaurants in 2015. East Side Mario’s off-premise service is
set to expand in 2015.

Vaughan, ON

80

$168.0

*$191.1

‡

‡

$226.0

$170.6

‡

‡

$182.5

$183.2

* Denotes estimate; ‡
Ω Canadian-owned
Y/E Fiscal April 2013;
company
√ Y/Ewhose
Fiscal May
operations
2013; ∂outside
Y/E Fiscal
Canada
Juneare
2013;
reflected
∑ Y/EinFiscal
grossJuly
sales
2013;
and ◊Y/E
units Fiscal August 2013; ∞ Y/E Fiscal September 2013; ∆ Y/E Fiscal October 2013; † Y/E Fiscal November 2013
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RANK
COMPANY
		
2015 2014

HEAD-OFFICE
LOCATION

UNITS
2014

GROSS SALES
2014 (millions)

GROSS SALES
2013 (millions)

29 28
		
			

Joey Restaurants
Vancouver, BC
Joey Restaurants is a privately owned company operated by Joey Restaurant Group,
with 23 units. In early 2015, the team opened a new unit in Lansdowne Park, Ottawa.

23

$159.0

$147.2

30 33
			
			
			
			
			

Kelsey’s (Cara Operations Ltd.)
Kelsey’s is owned by Cara Operations Ltd., with 72 units in Canada. In April, Cara
Operations became a publicly traded company, announcing plans to open an
additional 14 restaurants in 2015 throughout its stable of 10 brands. Cara has also
announced a new Roadhouse brand strategy that will convert Casey’s to either
Kelsey’s branded restaurants or Prime Pubs.

Vaughan, ON

72

$157.0

*$130.9

31 30
			
			
			
			

Panago Pizza Inc.
Panago Pizza Inc. is a private company operating 183 units in Canada. The team
plans to capitalize on new market opportunities in Western Canada while building
the momentum of the brand in the Greater Toronto Area and the Maritimes, with
the goal to add 10 units in 2015.

Abbotsford, BC

183

$153.6

$139.8

32 29
			
			
			

Cora Franchise Group
A private company owned by Cora Franchise Group, Cora Breakfast and Lunch
operates 130 units in Canada. This year, Cora plans to add 10 new units in
Canada and expand into the U.S. by the end of 2016. Y/E Fiscal November 2014

Mississauga, ON

130

$145.0

$140.0

33 32
		
			
			

Country Style (MTY Food Group Inc.)
Country Style is owned by MTY Food Group and operates 442 units. In 2015,
the company plans to continue its expansion across Canada with new
franchise partners.

St. Laurent, QC

442

*$143.1

*$137.6

34 34
			
			
			

Smitty’s Canada Limited
Smitty’s Canada Limited is a privately owned company operating 100 units in
Canada. In 2015, the team plans to open three new units in B.C., Ontario and
the Maritimes.

Calgary, AB

100

$140.0

$130.0

35 34
		
			
			
			
			

Booster Juice (AW Holdings Corp.)
A private company operated by AW Holdings Corp., Booster Juice is a Canadianowned company with 302 units in the country and nine internationally. The team
plans to add 30 new units in 2015, including locations at Toronto Pearson
International Airport, Toronto’s Union Station and the Vancouver International
Airport. Y/E Fiscal September 2014

Edmonton, AB

311

36 		
			
			

Ricky’s All Day Grill
Ricky’s All Day Grill is a private company operating 97 units in Canada. In 2014,
the company added five new units and will launch a new concept, Ricky’s Café
Breakfast and Lunch in Burnaby, B.C. in October.

Burnaby, BC

97

$130.0

—

37 35
			
			
			
			

Mandarin Restaurant Franchise Corporation
A privately owned company, Mandarin Restaurant Franchise Corporation operates
23 units in Canada. In 2014, the company added a new restaurant in Guelph, Ont.
During the coming year, the company plans to renovate locations in Kingston, Ont.
and Ottawa. Y/E Fiscal October 2014

Brampton, ON

23

$125.0

$124.4

38 38
		
			
			

Pizza Nova
Pizza Nova is a privately held company with 148 units in Canada. Last year it
introduced a new line of Primucci-branded retail products. Over the next year,
Pizza Nova will continue to expand in southern Ontario.

Toronto, ON

148

$112.0

$101.0

‡

$139.0

‡

$130.0

* Denotes estimate; ‡ Canadian-owned company whose operations outside Canada are reflected in gross sales and units
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COMPANY
		
2015 2014

HEAD-OFFICE
LOCATION

UNITS
2014

GROSS SALES
2014 (millions)

39 36
			
			
			
			

Scores (Imvescor Restaurant Group Inc.)
Operated by Imvescor Restaurant Group Inc., a publicly traded company, Scores
has 43 units in Canada. Last year, two new units were added in Canada. The
team will introduce a new menu in 2015 and develop off-premise channels,
including take-out and delivery. Y/E Fiscal October 2014

Montreal, QC

43

$105.6

$113.7

40 40
			
			

Denny’s (Northland Properties Corporation)
A private company operated by Northland Properties, Denny’s operates 55 units in
Canada. In 2015, the team plans to open four new units.

Vancouver, BC

55

*$103.0

*$95.7

41 37
			
			
			

Mikes (Imvescor Restaurant Group Inc.)
Operated by Imvescor Restaurant Group Inc., a publicly traded company, Mikes
operates 74 units in Canada. In 2015, Imvescor will reposition the brand by
reviewing its menu, decor and service offerings. Y/E Fiscal October 2014

Montreal, QC

74

$102.0

$103.8

42 39
			
			
			

Bâton Rouge Steakhouse & Bar (Imvescor Restaurant Group Inc.)
Bâton Rouge Steakhouse & Bar is operated by Imvescor Restaurant Group Inc.,
a publicly traded company, with 29 units in Canada. This year the team will
renovate existing locations and add new units. Y/E Fiscal October 2014

Montreal, QC

29

$96.3

$97.2

43 43
			
			
			
			

Sunset Grill Restaurants Ltd.
Sunset Grill Restaurants Ltd. is a private company with 118 units in Canada. In
2014, the company introduced a new gift-card program and opened its first out-ofprovince unit in St. Albert, Alta., which will be followed by three more units in the
province. In 2015, the team plans to expand by 20 units.

Mississauga, ON

118

$94.4

$81.0

44 42
			
			
			

Pizza 73 (Pizza Pizza Limited)
Toronto, ON
101
A private chain operated by Pizza Pizza Limited, Pizza 73 has 74 traditional
locations and 27 non-traditional locations across Alberta, B.C. and Saskatchewan.
In 2015, the team plans to add four new locations. 			

$90.2

$83.0

45 45
		
			
			

Thai Express (MTY Food Group Inc.)
Thai Express is a banner operated by MTY Food Group, a publicly traded
company, with 254 units. In 2014, the team opened 31 units and plans to
continue steady expansion.

St. Laurent, QC

254

*$89.3

*$79.5

46 41
			
			
			

Mr. Sub (MTY Food Group Inc.)
A banner operated by MTY Food Group, a publicly traded company, Mr. Sub
operates 311 units. Recently the company opened its first international location
in Dubai.

St. Laurent, QC

311

*$88.8

*$91.1

47 44
			
			
			
			

Mary Brown’s Inc.
Mary Brown’s Famous Chicken & Taters is a subsidiary of Mary Brown’s Inc., with
120 units in Canada. In 2014, the company launched a renovation program and
opened 20 new locations, including its first location in Turkey. The team plans to
open 30 new locations in Canada in 2015.

Markham, ON

120

$84.8

$80.0

48 49
			
			
			
			

New York Fries (New York Fries & South St. Burger Co.)
New York Fries is a privately owned, Canadian company with 122 units in Canada
and 35 outside of Canada. During the past year, New York Fries renovated its foodcourt locations and opened new units in China and Turkey. In 2015, the company
plans to add up to eight new units.

Toronto, ON

157

‡

$84.5

GROSS SALES
2013 (millions)

‡

$72.4

* Denotes estimate; ‡ Canadian-owned company whose operations outside Canada are reflected in gross sales and units
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A delicious new iced coffee from the world’s #1 coffee
brand, NESCAFÉ ICE™ offers consumers an alternative
to their usual cold drinks.
•

Contains skim milk and coffee

•

Served cold, with or without ice!

•

Can be served as a regular iced coffee, blended
into a frappé, or dispensed as a slushy beverage

•

Available in two popular flavours:
Mocha and French Vanilla

•

Choose from two convenient formats:
Dispensed or Hand-Mixed

•

Ambient storage with 6-month shelf life

Call us now.
1-800-288-8682
All trademarks are owned by Société des Produits Nestlé S.A.
Vevey, Switzerland and used under licence.
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RANK
COMPANY
		
2015 2014

HEAD-OFFICE
LOCATION

UNITS
2014

GROSS SALES
2014 (millions)

GROSS SALES
2013 (millions)

49 47
			
			
			

Crabby Joe’s Tap & Grill (Obsidian Group Inc.)
A privately owned company, managed by Obsidian Group Inc., Crabby Joe’s
operates 41 units in Canada. The company plans to add six to eight new
units in Ontario this year.

Mississauga, ON

41

*$82.6

*$74.6

50 48
		
			
			

Taco Bell (Taco Bell Canada Company)
Taco Bell operates as a division of Yum Brands Inc., a publicly traded company,
with 182 units in Canada. It was previously part of Yum Restaurants Canada,
which dissolved in 2014. (Unit count includes non-traditional locations.)

Vaughan, ON

182

$75.5

$74.5

51 			
			
			

La Cage Aux Sports (Sportscene Group Inc.)
A publicly traded company operating 51 La Cage Aux Sports units in Canada.
The company is focusing on updating its units, with one to be completed per quarter.

Boucherville, QC

51

$74.9

—

52 82
			
			
			
			

Menchie’s Frozen Yogurt (Yogurtworld Enterprises)
Menchie’s Frozen Yogurt is a private company franchised by Yogurtworld
Enterprises, with 104 units in Canada and 359 internationally. During the past
year, the Menchie’s team added new units in Cornwall, Ont. and Cobourg, Ont.,
with plans to add 20 units in Canada in 2015.

Vaughan, ON

104

*$70.3

*$35.2

53 68
			
			
			

Browns Socialhouse (Browns Restaurant Group)
Browns Socialhouse is a privately owned Canadian company with 32 units in
Canada. In 2014, the company added 11 new units. Browns Socialhouse plans to
add 15 new units in 2015 and launch a concept called London Bull.

Vancouver, BC

32

$69.7

$45.5

54 54
			
			
			
			

Triple O’s Restaurants (White Spot Limited)
Triple O’s Restaurants is a brand operated by White Spot Limited, which also
operates White Spot Restaurants, with 54 units in Canada and 13 outside of
Canada. Triple O’s is continuing to grow in Asia, including Hong Kong, China,
Singapore and the Philippines, with six new units expected to open in 2015.

Vancouver, BC

67

55 50
		
			
			
			

Pizza Delight (Imvescor Restaurant Group Inc.)
Operated by Imvescor Restaurant Group Inc., a publicly traded company, Pizza
Delight has 88 units in Canada. Last year, the team introduced a new online
ordering program, and it will undergo a review of its brand positioning in 2015.

Montreal, QC

88

$67.4

$71.4

56 60
			
			
			

St. Louis Franchise Limited
St. Louis Franchise Limited is a private company with 42 units in Canada. The
company redesigned store interiors in 2014 and added four new units. It plans to
add nine new locations in 2015.

Toronto, ON

42

$65.0

$55.5

57 56
			
			
			

Prime Pubs (Cara Operations Ltd.)
Operated by Cara Operations Ltd., Prime Pubs operates 30 units in Canada. In
April, Cara Operations became a publicly traded company and announced it will
open 14 new restaurants in 2015 throughout its stable of 10 brands.

Vaughan, ON

30

$63.0

*$59.5

58 53
		
			
			

Coffee Time (Chairman’s Brands Corp.)
A privately owned company operated by Chairman’s Brands Corp, Coffee Time
has 110 units in Canada and 27 outside of Canada. In 2015, the Coffee Time team
plans to add five units.

Toronto, ON

137

Y/E Fiscal August 2014

‡

$68.2

‡

$62.7

Y/E Fiscal October 2014

‡ *$61.6

‡

*$67.0

* Denotes estimate; ‡ Canadian-owned company whose operations outside Canada are reflected in gross sales and units
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COMPANY
		
2015 2014

HEAD-OFFICE
LOCATION

UNITS
2014

GROSS SALES
2014 (millions)

59 64
			
			
			
			

Mr. Mikes SteakhouseCasual
Mr. Mikes SteakhouseCasual is a privately owned Canadian company operated
by RAMMP Hospitality Brands Inc., with 25 units in Canada. In 2014, the company
launched a new menu, mobile app, franchisee intranet and online employee
training program. It plans to open seven new units in 2015.

Burnaby, BC

25

$61.0

$51.0

60 58
			
			
			

Shoeless Joe’s Limited
Shoeless Joe’s Sports Grill is operated by Shoeless Joe’s Limited, with 34 units in
Canada. In addition to adding five new units in 2015, the team plans to expand
outside of Ontario.

Vaughan, ON

34

$60.5

$57.5

61 55
			
			
			

Extreme Pita (MTY Food Group Inc.)
Extreme Pita is a trademark of MTY Food Group Inc., with 217 units. During the
past year the team has worked on revamping its menu to add premium ingredients
and new, Purfresh beverages.

St. Laurent, QC

217

*$60.0

*$61.9

62 61
			
			
			
			

Cactus Club Cafe
A privately owned company with 27 units in Canada, Cactus Club recently
opened new units in Vancouver, Langley, B.C. and Edmonton as well as its first
unit in Saskatchewan in downtown Saskatoon. The brand will expand to Ontario
with a new, two-level unit slated to open in Toronto this fall.

Vancouver, BC

27

*$59.2

*$54.6

63 		
			

Five Guys Burgers and Fries
A privately owned company with 1,000 units in the U.S. and 62 units in Canada.
Five Guys Burgers and Fries recently entered the Middle East.

Lorton, VA

62

*$59.1

—

64 52
			
			
			
			
			

Casey’s (Cara Operations Ltd.)
Casey’s is owned by Cara Operations Ltd., with 25 units in Canada. In April, Cara
Operations became a publicly traded company, announcing plans to open 14
new restaurants in 2015 across its stable of 10 brands. The company approved
a new Roadhouse brand strategy that will convert Casey’s to Prime Pubs
or Kelsey’s.

Vaughan, ON

25

$59.0

*$67.6

65 65
			
			
			
			

Mucho Burrito (MTY Food Group Inc.)
Mucho Burrito is a banner operated by MTY Food Group, a publicly traded
company, with 86 units. Recently the company opened its first unit in Quebec
in Montreal; it plans to expand in Quebec by opening five to 10 locations during
the next two years.

St. Laurent, QC

86

*$56.2

*$50.4

66 71
			
			
			
			

The Firkin Group of Pubs
The Firkin Group of Pubs is a privately owned Canadian company with 28 units in
Canada and six outside of Canada. In 2014, the team renovated three locations
and introduced a new menu. In 2015, it plans to renovate six locations and open
four new units.

Markham, ON

34

67 59
		
			

Red Robin Restaurants of Canada Ltd.
Red Robin Gourmet Burgers, Inc. operates 18 units in Canada. During the past
year, the company upgraded its menus.

Burnaby, BC

18

*$55.8

*$56.1

68 57
			
			
			

Lone Star Texas Grill
Lone Star Texas Grill is a privately owned company operating 23 units in Canada.
During the past year, Lone Star has opened new locations in Windsor, Ont.
and Ottawa.

Oakville, ON

23

*$54.0

*$59.4

‡

$56.0

GROSS SALES
2013 (millions)

‡

$44.0

* Denotes estimate; ‡ Canadian-owned company whose operations outside Canada are reflected in gross sales and units
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CROWDPLEASERS.

Family Friendly. Welcoming. Beautiful. These are the words parents use to describe Koala’s Baby Changing Stations.
Families are more loyal to restaurants and retailers who provide accommodations for the care of their children. Koala
products are safe and sturdy, and feature exclusive Microban® Product Protection which provides an extra level of sanitation
between cleanings. Promote customer loyalty with Koala Baby Changing Stations in your restrooms, every one a crowd pleaser.

DISTRIBUTED IN CANADA BY
KBC SPECIALTY PRODUCTS INC

®

800.315.6252
sales@kbcspecialty.com
www.kbcspecialty.com

MICROBAN IS A REGISTERED TRADEMARK OF MICROBAN INTERNATIONAL, LTD. © 2014 KOALA KARE PRODUCTS, A DIVISION OF BOBRICK.

RANK
COMPANY
		
2015 2014

HEAD-OFFICE
LOCATION

UNITS
2014

GROSS SALES
2014 (millions)

GROSS SALES
2013 (millions)

69 			
			
			

Opa! of Greece
Opa! of Greece is a Canadian-owned company operating 90 units in Canada. In
addition to six new unit openings in 2014, the company plans to add six new units
in 2015.

Calgary, AB

90

$52.1

—

70 63
		
			

Gino’s Pizza
A private company, Gino’s Pizza operates 98 units across Ontario. It’s embarking
on a new expansion program across Ontario and Eastern Canada.

Halton Hills, ON

98

*$52.0

$52.0

71 46
			
			
			

The Pickle Barrel
The Pickle Barrel is a privately owned company, which operates 11 units in Canada.
During the past year, the team unveiled new menus, including its Localharvest Menu featuring seasonal ingredients sourced from Ontario farmers.

Markham, ON

11

*$51.5

$75.0

72 62
			
			
			
			

Sushi Shop (MTY Food Group Inc.)
Sushi Shop is a banner operated by MTY Food Group, a publicly traded company,
with 130 units in Quebec and Ontario. During the past year the company has
added new units in Quebec, including Terrebonne, Montreal, Sherbrooke
and Châteauguay.

St. Laurent, QC

130

*$50.9

*$52.1

73 66
			
			
			

Brewsters Brewing Company & Restaurant
Brewsters Brewing Company & Restaurant is a privately held company operated
by Specific Gravity Hospitality Group with 14 units in Canada. Last year, the
company launched its branded beer in 100 liquor stores.

Calgary, AB

14

*$50.0

$50.0

74 75
		
			
			
			

Smoke’s Poutinerie Inc.
Smoke’s Poutinerie Inc. is a privately owned company operating 70 traditional units
and 10 non-traditional units in Canada as well as two units in the U.S. It plans
to open 70 units in 2015. It recently introduced a new concept called
Smoke’s Weinerie.

Ajax, ON

80

$49.5

$39.7

75 95
			
			
			

Dixie Lee Capital Corporation
Dixie Lee is a privately held company operating 80 units in Canada as well as
units in Guyana and the U.S. The company plans to add up to 10 new units in
Ontario in 2015.

Kingston, ON

80

*$47.5

*$28.5

76 67
			
			
			

Jugo Juice (MTY Food Group Inc.)
Jugo Juice is a banner operated by MTY Food Group, a publicly traded company,
with 138 units. Recent unit openings include Burnaby, B.C., Edmonton, Vaughan,
Ont. and Winnipeg. This year, Jugo Juice plans to expand to Dubai.

St. Laurent, QC

138

*$47.4

*$48.1

77 94
			
			

EggSmart (Chairman’s Brands Corp.)
A privately owned company operating 41 units in Canada, EggSmart
is franchised by Chairman’s Brands Corp. In 2015, it plans to add six new units.

Toronto, ON

41

*$44.3

*$28.7

78 74
			
			
			

Jimmy the Greek Inc.
Jimmy The Greek Inc. is a private company operating 49 units in Canada. In 2014,
the team unveiled a new website, mobile site and social media. It plans to expand
by adding up to five new units in 2015.

Toronto, ON

49

$44.0

$40.0

79 70
			
			

241 Pizza (Chairman’s Brands Corp.)
A privately owned company operating 90 units in Ontario, 241 Pizza is franchised
by Chairman’s Brands Corp. In 2015, the team plans to open two new units.

Toronto, ON

90

*$43.2

*$45.3

* Denotes estimate
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WE KNOW

SENSOR
FAUCETS.

That’s why we’ve created the perfect solution
for your foodservice operation.
Thanks to some fresh thinking from T&S, sensor faucet technology now has a whole new
look. The innovative above-deck EC-3130/3132 line expands our award-winning family
of ChekPoint sensor faucets, offering the same easy installation you’ve come to expect —
plus the world-class performance needed to keep restaurants running at peak efficiency.
Whether it’s multiple programming levels, five unique power configurations or flexible
temperature control options, the EC-3130/3132 sets a new standard for above-deck design.
The next generation of sensor faucet technology has arrived. Visit tsbrass.com and
see how we’re offering more innovative options for foodservice than ever before.

RANK
COMPANY
		
2015 2014

HEAD-OFFICE
LOCATION

UNITS
2014

80 69
			
			

Robin’s Donuts (Chairman’s Brands Corp.)
Robin’s Donuts is a private company franchised by Chairman’s Brands Corp.,
with 143 units in Canada. The team plans to add six new units in 2015.

Toronto, ON

143

*$42.9

*$45.4

81 77
			
			
			

Tutti Frutti (MTY Food Group Inc.)
A banner operated by MTY Food Group Inc., a publicly traded company,
Tutti Frutti has 43 units in Quebec, Ontario and Alberta. Recent unit openings
include Aylmer, Que., Montreal, Edmonton and Sherwood Park, Alta.

St. Laurent, QC

43

*$42.8

*$38.9

82 64
			
			
			

Humpty’s Family Restaurants
Humpty’s Family Restaurants, with 44 units in Canada, is a private company
operated by Humpty’s Restaurants International, Inc. During the past year,
Humpty’s renovated seven locations, and it plans to add two units in Alberta in 2015.

Calgary, AB

44

$42.7

$51.0

83 73
			
			
			
			

Teriyaki Experience (Innovative Food Brands)
Teriyaki Experience is a private, Canadian-owned subsidiary of Innovative Food
Brands, the newly formed parent company of Teriyaki Experience and The
Chopped Leaf. Teriyaki Experience has 107 units in Canada and 24 units outside
of Canada. In 2015, it plans to add five new units.

Oakville, ON

131

* Denotes estimate; ‡ Canadian-owned company whose operations outside Canada are reflected in gross sales and units

GROSS SALES
2014 (millions)

‡

$42.2

GROSS SALES
2013 (millions)

‡

$42.5

RANK
COMPANY
		
2015 2014

HEAD-OFFICE
LOCATION

UNITS
2014

GROSS SALES
2014 (millions)

GROSS SALES
2013 (millions)

84 72
			
			
			

Applebee’s (Applebee’s International/DineEquity, Inc.)
A division of DineEquity, the publicly traded parent company of Applebee’s and
IHOP, Applebee’s has 17 units in Canada. It is continuing its expansion in Alberta,
Saskatchewan, Manitoba and Ontario.

Kansas City, MO

17

*$40.6

85 		
			

Fatburger
Fatburger is a privately owned company with 42 units in Canada. The team
plans to open eight new units per year in Western and Eastern Canada.

Burnaby, BC

42

$40.0

—

86 76
			
			
			

Hero Certified Burgers
A private company operated by Angus, Inc., Hero Certified Burgers has 57 units in
Canada. The company plans to add eight new locations in Buffalo, N.Y., Ottawa
and London, Ont. Y/E Fiscal January 2014

Toronto, ON

57

$39.0

$39.0

87 74
			
			
			
			

Joey’s Seafood Restaurants
Joey’s Seafood Restaurants is a private company operated by Joey’s Franchise
Group, with 58 units in Canada. The team is renovating Joey’s Seafood concepts
and is also converting Joey’s Seafood units to Joey’s Urban.

Calgary, AB

58

$38.0

$40.0

*$43.0

Y/E Fiscal October 2014

* Denotes estimate

STAY IN
THE LOOP
Sign up for KML’s weekly Newsblast to find out
everything you need to know about what’s
happening in the foodservice and hospitality
industry, as well as fast links to access resources
and information.
Newsblast is delivered every Wednesday
to your email inbox.
For more information, go to kostuchmedia.com
and click on the Newsblast icon

SUMMER

Sizzlers
+
+
+

TRY THIS RECIPE ON YOUR SUMMER MENU!
Lemon Bacon Mashed Potatoes

HOT RECIPES, HOT PROFITS.
Bring fresh ideas to the table with Potato Pearls®
mashed potatoes. A few simple mix-ins add excitement
to the menu and deliver results to your bottom line. For
seasonally-crafted recipes, valuable menu strategies and
promotional tips, go to baf.com/SeasonalSpecials

baf.com

Potato Pearls®. We make them easy – You make them amazing!

™

®2015 Basic American Foods.
Basic American Foods™ is a trademark and Potato Pearls® and
Excel® are registered trademarks of Basic American Foods.

RANK
COMPANY
		
2015 2014

HEAD-OFFICE
LOCATION

UNITS
2014

GROSS SALES
2014 (millions)

GROSS SALES
2013 (millions)

88 90
			
			
			

ThaiZone (MTY Food Group Inc.)
ThaiZone is a banner operated by MTY Food Group Inc., a publicly traded
company, with 34 units. The team has added new units in Quebec in Terrebonne,
Donnacona, Vimont and St-Jean-sur-Richelieu.

St. Laurent, QC

34

*$34.0

*$30.1

89 84
			
			

Greco Pizza (Grinners Food Systems Ltd.)
Greco Pizza is a private company operated by Grinner’s Food Systems Ltd., with
99 units in Canada. In 2015, the company plans to add 10 units.

Truro, NS

99

$33.7

$33.5

90 84
			
			

Chicken Chef
A privately owned company with 34 units in Canada, Chicken Chef will add three
new units in 2015.

Winnipeg, MB

34

$33.5

$33.5

91 80
			
			

Vanellis Fresh Italian Foods (MTY Food Group Inc.)
Vanellis is a banner operated by MTY Food Group Inc., a publicly traded company,
with 86 units.

St. Laurent, QC

86

*$33.3

*$37.2

92 78
			
			

The Old Spaghetti Factory
The Old Spaghetti Factory is a privately held company with 14 units in Canada.
The team plans to add a new location in Calgary in 2015.

Vancouver, BC

14

$33.2

*$38.2

* Denotes estimate

CPDFC

INTRODUCING

GIVES YOU OPTIONS!
SELF-COOLING CERAMIC

SQUARE,
ROUND, OVAL
& MORE!

Rustic
Cedar

Versa Floor

SOAK FOR 1 MINUTE IN WATER
THEN CHILL OUT

ce

WWW.SERVICEIDEAS.COM
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RANK
COMPANY
COMPANY
		
		
2015 2014

HEAD-OFFICE
HEAD-OFFICE
LOCATION
LOCATION

UNITS
UNITS GROSS
GROSS
SALES
SALES GROSS
GROSS SALES
SALES
2013
2014 2013
2014
(millions)
(millions) 2012
2013 (millions)
(millions)

93 87
			
			
			

Valentine (MTY Food Group Inc.)
Valentine is a banner operated by MTY Food Group Inc., a publicly traded
company, with 105 units in Quebec. The team is expanding the brand in 2015
by adding six new units. The company plans to expand outside of Quebec.

St. Laurent, QC

105

*$32.9

*$32.6

94 			
			
			

Houston Avenue Bar and Grill
Houston Avenue Bar and Grill is a privately owned subsidiary of Houston Canada
Inc., with 10 units in Canada. The brand is expanding in Quebec City and Ottawa,
with two new locations planned in 2015.

Laval, QC

10

$32.0

—

95 91
		
			
			
			

Café Dépôt (MTY Food Group Inc.)
Café Dépôt is a banner operated by MTY Food Group Inc., a publicly traded
company, with 63 units in Canada. In October, the company was acquired by MTY,
along with Muffin Plus, Sushi-Man and Fabrika. Recent openings include a unit in
St-Romuald, Que.

St. Laurent, QC

63

*$31.7

$30.0

96 85
			
			
			
			

Jungle Jim’s Restaurants
Jungle Jim’s Restaurants is a private company operated by Safari Entertainment,
with 26 units in Canada. Last year, it began renovating locations in Newfoundland,
which will be completed by 2016. It also opened a new location in Goulds, N.L.,
and plans to add two more locations in 2015.

St. John’s, NL

26

$31.5

$33.0

* Denotes estimate

RANK
COMPANY
		
2015 2014

HEAD-OFFICE
LOCATION

UNITS
2014

GROSS SALES
2014 (millions)

97 96
			
			
			
			

Eggspectation Restaurants
A Canadian-owned company, Eggspectation Restaurants has 20 units in Canada
and 10 in the U.S. and UAE. Last year, it opened three new units in Toronto and
Montreal as well as a franchised unit in Dubai. It plans to add six to seven new
stores, two of which will be in Canada.

Montreal, QC

20

98 88
		
			

The Works Gourmet Burger Bistro
A privately owned Canadian company, The Works Gourmet Burger Bistro has 26
units in Canada. The team plans to add two units in 2015.

Oakville, ON

26

$30.6

$30.6

99 93
			
			

Au Vieux Duluth Express (MTY Food Group Inc.)
Au Vieux Duluth Express is operated by MTY Food Group Inc., a publicly traded
company, with 13 units in Quebec.

St. Laurent, QC

13

*$30.5

*$29.6

100 			
			
			

Sawmill Prime Rib & Steak House
Sawmill Prime Rib & Steak House is a privately owned Canadian company
operated by The Sawmill Group, with eight units in Canada. The team plans to
open units in Lloydminster, Sask. and Leduc, Alta.

Edmonton, AB

8

$30.1

—

$30.9

‡

GROSS SALES
2013 (millions)
$28.2

‡

NEXT 30
101 97

Topper’s Pizza

Barrie, ON

37

$30.0

$27.3

102 81

Timothy’s World Coffee (Threecaf Brands Canada Inc.)

Vaughan, ON

64

*$29.3

*$36.2

103 99

Wok Box Fresh Asian Kitchen

Surrey, BC

54

$29.0

$25.9

104 86

Fox & Fiddle

Toronto, ON

17

*$27.9

*$32.9

105 105

Symposium Café Inc.

Toronto, ON

20

$27.7

$21.3

106 98

Canyon Creek (SIR Corp.) Y/E Fiscal August 2014

Burlington, ON

8

$27.5

—

107 -

Bier Markt (Cara Operations Ltd.)

Vaughan, ON

7

$27.0

108 89

Baskin-Robbins

Canton, MA

95

*$26.5

*$30.2

109 100

Cultures (MTY Food Group Inc.)

St. Laurent, QC

58

*$26.3

*$25.8

110 98

Williams Fresh Cafe Inc.

Brantford, ON

31

$26.2

$27.0

111 92

Tandori (MTY Food Group Inc.)

St. Laurent, QC

23

*$25.3

*$29.8

112 108

Mr. Greek Restaurants Inc.

North York, ON

20

$24.0

$21.0

113 101

Tiki Ming (MTY Food Group Inc.)

St. Laurent, QC

57

*$23.8

*$23.0

—

114 104

La Crémière (MTY Food Group Inc.)

St. Laurent, QC

61

*$21.5

*$21.8

115 103

Villa Madina (MTY Food Group Inc.)

St. Laurent, QC

41

*$21.3

*$21.9

116 -

Don Cherry’s Sports Grill Inc.

Parry Sound, ON

14

$20.0

116 107

South St. Burger Co. (New York Fries & South St. Burger Co.)

Toronto, ON

31

$20.0

‡

—
‡

$16.7

116 -

Rock Creek Tap & Grill

Regina, SK

5

$20.0

117 102

New Orleans Pizza (Chairman’s Brands Corp.)

Toronto, ON

50

*$18.8

*$22.2

118 109

Druxy’s Famous Deli

Gormley, ON

45

$18.5

$15.4

119

The Landing Group (Cara Operations Ltd.)

Vaughan, ON

3

$18.0

120 110

Yogurty’s (Yogen Früz Canada Inc.)

Markham, ON

69

-

‡

$17.8

—

—
‡

$15.0

121 116

Gabby’s (Urban Dining Group)

Toronto, ON

14

$15.0

122 114

Alice Fazooli’s/Scaddabush (SIR Corp.) Y/E Fiscal August 2014

Burlington, ON

5

$13.9

$14.0

123 113

Sukiyaki (MTY Food Group Inc.)

St. Laurent, QC

34

*$13.8

*$14.7

$12.5

124 112

Koryo Korean Barbeque (MTY Food Group Inc.)

St. Laurent, QC

17

*$11.4

*$14.8

125 106

TCBY (MTY Food Group Inc.)

St. Laurent, QC

58

*$11.2

*$18.1

126 118

The Chopped Leaf (Innovative Food Brands)

Oakville, ON

18

$11.0

$9.1

127 -

Redwater Rustic Grille (Vintage Group)

Calgary, AB

4

$10.7

—

128 117

Muffin Plus (MTY Food Group Inc.)

St. Laurent, QC

25

*$10.4

$10.0

129 120

O’Burger (MTY Food Group Inc.)

St. Laurent, QC

16

*$9.1

*$8.0

130 119

Koya Japan (MTY Food Group Inc.)

St. Laurent, QC

21

*$8.9

*$9.0

* Denotes estimate; ‡ Canadian-owned company whose operations outside Canada are reflected in gross sales and units
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GAME
CHANGERS

This year’s “Top 100” players
are growing fast, expanding
their concepts and reinventing
their brands
BY HELEN CATELLIER

FOODSERVICEANDHOSPITALITY.COM

D

espite fierce competition and escalating costs, the sun continues to shine
on Canada’s foodservice sector. Statistics indicate the industry has seen an
upward trajectory for the last five years. In fact, according to data from
Toronto-based Restaurants Canada, business has grown from $61 billion
in 2010 to $71.8 billion in 2014, representing four per cent of Canada’s
GDP. And, regardless of economic and market conditions, there’s no sign of slowing
down — the association is forecasting 3.6-per-cent growth this year, with quick-service
restaurants (QSRs) leading the pack with approximately 5.8-per-cent sales growth in
2014 over 2013 and $25.5 billion in sales last year.
FOODSERVICE AND HOSPITALITY JUNE 2015
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Indeed, Oakville, Ont.-based
Tim Hortons, Toronto-based
McDonald’s Restaurants of
Canada and Milford, Conn.based Subway have maintained their podium finishes on
F&H’s “Top 100 Report,” which
accounted for $28.1 billion in
foodservice sales last year. But
there’s been some movement
within the rank and file. Pita
Pit inched its way up two spots
this year to number 22, thanks
in part to an additional 96 units
and total sales of $226 million
worldwide. An estimated 136
new locations are expected to
open this year, including the first
Pita Pit outlets in Saudi Arabia
and Singapore.
Kevin Pressburger, president
of Pita Pit Canada, based in
Kingston, Ont., says the stores’

refreshed esthetics have resonated with customers and invigorated franchisees. The new softer
palette, hardwood and other natural elements appeal to adults,
professionals and families alike,
he says. “When we started in
1995 our core demographic —
and it’s still a really important
demographic for us — was the
student,” he says, adding that Pita
Pit is now seeing an increase in
the numbers of busy families on
the go. “That’s the direction we
really want to focus on going
forward. Pita Pit is trying to be
a small but important part in
the lives of Canadians who are
trying to live that healthy, active
lifestyle,” Pressburger adds.
The fast-casual segment has
whittled away at QSR profits
for several years. According to
research from the Toronto-based
NPD Group, the segment grew
by eight per cent between 2012
and 2013 in the United States,
while spending increased by 10
per cent. In Canada, visits to
fast-casual restaurants increased
by seven per cent and spending increased by nine per cent.

TOP 5
BURGER
CHAINS
(MILLIONS)

McDonald’s
Restaurants
of Canada Ltd.

* $3,888.0
A&W Food
Services of
Canada Inc.

$985.6
Wendy’s
Restaurants of
Canada Inc.

* $638.0
Burger King
Restaurants of Canada
Inc. (Redberry
Franchising Corp.)

$352.1
Harvey’s (Cara
Operations Ltd.)

$267.0
“Customers tend to like the
non-formality of [fast-casual],
so they’re getting great quality,
innovative products that probably aren’t so formal and maybe
not at such a high price point,”
says Luc Erjavec, VP, Atlantic
for Restaurants Canada, of the
expanding segment. “And from
the other end people are concerned about health, about local
food. It’s about bringing the
local, premium type of products
into the quick-service market

LIGHTEN THE LOAD
Healthier menu add-ons,
such as Pita Pit’s 73-calorie
Cookie Crumble Snowballs
(left) and The Chopped Leaf’s
infused water, bolster marketing opportunities and the
bottom line
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TOP 5
PIZZA
CHAINS
(MILLIONS)

Pizza Pizza

$413.3
Pizza Hut (PH
Canada Company)

$313.4
Domino’s Pizza
of Canada

* $256.5
Panago Pizza Inc.

$153.6
Pizza Nova

$112.0
* Denotes estimate ‡ Canadian-owned
company whose operations outside
Canada are reflected in gross sales
and units

and upping them,” he adds.
Pressburger agrees that
Canadians are much more mindful of what they’re eating, so
his company is focused on procurement. Earlier this year, Pita
Pit introduced Royal Swedish
Snowballs — whipped vanilla
morsels coated in chocolate and
coconut. The 73-calorie dessert,
which is gluten-free and made
with natural ingredients, is the
first specialized dessert option in
the company’s 20-year history.
Pita Pita also sources premium
juices and frozen yogurt for use
in its smoothies. “The competition continues to get more
intense, and it seems the whole
healthy concept has become table
stakes now, where every concept
has healthy offerings,” states
Pressburger. “Back in 1995 [when
FOODSERVICEANDHOSPITALITY.COM

Pita Pit was founded] that was a
new thing, and it’s not really a
new thing anymore. That’s why
… we’ve tried to diversify the
menu and offer other options
that customers would find value
from.” Most recently, Pita Pit
introduced a spicy black-bean
filling, and is currently rolling
out toasters to all locations so it
can produce hot sandwiches. In
response to consumer demand,

TOP 5
ASIAN
CHAINS
(MILLIONS)

Mandarin Restaurant
Franchise Corporation

Thai Express (MTY
Food Group Inc.)

$624.2

* $50.9
Teriyaki Experience
(Innovative
Food Brands)

(MILLIONS)

Tim Hortons Inc.
(Restaurant Brands
International Inc.)

‡ $7,343.3
Starbucks Coffee
Canada Inc.

$1,000.0
The Second Cup Ltd.

$182.8

Swiss Chalet (Cara
Operations Ltd.)

$546.0
St. Hubert BBQ Ltd.

* $345.0

‡ $42.2

Scores (Imvescor
Restaurant Group Inc.)

ThaiZone (MTY
Food Group Inc.)

Mary Brown’s Inc.

* $34.0

$84.8

FOODSERVICEANDHOSPITALITY.COM

TOP 3
COFFEE
CHAINS

(MILLIONS)

KFC (Kentucky
Fried Chicken
Canada Company)

Sushi Shop (MTY
Food Group Inc.)

that customers will dine at The
Chopped Leaf daily, but could he
squeeze that to perhaps twice a
week? “Possibly, if you’ve got the
right menu offerings,” he says.
In 2014, The Chopped Leaf
grew to 18 units from 14 the
previous year and increased sales
by 21 per cent to $11 million. The
chain currently sits at number 26
on F&H’s next 30 list within the
“Top 100 Report.” The fast-casual
concept offers fresh, made-toorder salads, wraps, soups and
rice bowls at its locations across
B.C., Alberta and Saskatchewan.
In October, IFB purchased The
Chopped Leaf for an undisclosed
amount from Surrey, B.C.-based
Box Concepts Food Group. “We
looked at this concept, and we
felt it had all the same attributes that we have [with Teriyaki
Experience] except a different
menu,” Veloce says. “We felt it
was a nice integration into what

TOP 5
CHICKEN
CHAINS

$125.0
* $89.3
ILLUSTRATIONS: DREAMSTIME.COM [TOP 5 CHAINS]

the company also
launched glutenfree pitas this past
May, following
nearly two years
of testing bread
consistencies.
The Chopped
Leaf, now owned
by Oakville, Ont.based Innovative
Food
Brands
(IFB), introduces
new menu items
every three months to drive
guest frequency and marketing opportunities. “Customers
like to see change,” says Nick
Veloce, president and COO of
IFB. “You might have a customer
that comes in once a week for
a specific meal, but if you have
another item that you can get
them excited about, that frequency can maybe go to twice a week.”
Veloce concedes it’s unrealistic

$105.6
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we do, and we also thought there
was a big opportunity to take
this brand across the country
and abroad.”
There are currently 12 locations in the pipeline and 15
units opening over the next 12
months. And, although the brand
is expanding rapidly in Western
Canada, the first Ontario location is expected to open this
October in Mississauga. Veloce,
however, is looking at opportunities throughout the Greater
Toronto Area, Montreal, Halifax,
New Brunswick and even in the
U.S., Central America and the
Middle East.
Since taking over the fastcasual concept, IFB has launched
several initiatives to build loyalty,
increase units, drive innovation
and streamline operations. On
the technology front, it has introduced a new integrated loyalty
program, an integrated POS and
is testing online ordering. “[The

TOP 5
CASUALDINING
CHAINS

new POS] is providing us with
real-time information that is
invaluable in our business,” notes
Veloce. Franchisees have access
to data and sales figures instantly
and can now manage their purchasing, payroll and payments.
That said, a solid relationship
with franchisees is the foundation for growth, and experts
believe the key to success is
finding people who share their
company’s vision and values. “Of
course we’re going to work on
our menu and on our execu(MILLIONS)
tion in the restaurants, but it’s
about having the right people
Coldstone Creamery
with the right mindset; they (Kahala Corporation)
want to achieve at a high level,
‡ $625.4
and they want to perform within
the opportunity envelope that
International
Dairy Queen
a brand gives them rather than
$558.0
go out and fight it out on the
corner and be their own man
Yogen Früz (Yogen Früz
or woman,” says Bruce Fox,
Canada Inc.)
‡ $326.6
COO and VP of Development
for Browns Socialhouse in
Booster Juice
Vancouver. “We’re growing at 50
(AW Holdings Corp.)
per cent a year, three years in a
‡ $139.0
row; I don’t see why that should
stop as long as we can find the
New York Fries
‡ $84.5
right people.”
Browns Socialhouse has

TOP 5
SPECIALTY
SNACK
CHAINS

* Denotes estimate ‡ Canadian-owned
company whose operations outside
Canada are reflected in gross sales
and units

(MILLIONS)

Boston Pizza
International Inc.

$1,012.0
Keg Restaurants Ltd.

‡ $529.0
Montana’s (Cara
Operations Ltd.)

$234.0
Moxie’s Grill & Bar
(Northland Properties)

* $205.7
White Spot
Restaurants

$172.0

Browns Socialhouse
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moved up 15 spots on F&H’s “Top 100” and
currently sits at number 53, with total sales
of $69.7 million across 32 units last year.
Fox says existing franchisees have realized
the potential of the brand and are fuelling
growth; nearly all the new restaurants are
owned by current franchisees. The company
opened 11 new units in 2014, with an additional 15 in the pipeline this year, marking three consecutive years at more than
50-per-cent growth.

Although rooted in Western Canada,
Browns Socialhouse opened its first eastern outpost in Oakville, Ont. last June. The
corporate-owned outlet is expected to spark
further development in Central and Eastern
Canada. It operates as a test kitchen and dedicated training centre for franchisees from the
east, complementing the company’s western
training facility in Langley, B.C. “We anticipate growing quicker than we did in the west,
so we’ll need a facility in the market to keep

TOP 100

HIGHLIGHTS
Star performers on the “Top 100 Report” include
Browns Socialhouse, which grew its sales by 53
per cent over the previous year, followed by The
Firkin Group of Pubs (27 per cent); Smoke’s
Poutinerie (25 per cent); Pita Pit (24 per cent)
and Mr. Mikes SteakhouseCasual (20 per cent).
Tim Hortons Inc. led the pack with overall
dollar increase, growing sales by $573.3 million,
followed by A&W Food Services of Canada
($94.3 million); Keg Restaurants Ltd. ($54.1
million); Pita Pit ($43.5 million) and Boston Pizza
International ($37.2 million).

NEW OPEN AIR
MERCHANDISERS
FROM MASTER-BILT

Quick-service players are taking interest in fastcasual. Druxy’s Famous Deli has introduced
three new unit formats, including a food court,
kiosk and fast-casual footprint. Customers will
order their meal, pay and then take a seat in the

Scan Here for

OPEN DISPLAY VIDEO

dining room while they wait for their meal to be
delivered to their table. The 1,200- to 1,600-sq.-ft.
fast-casual format fits a standalone restaurant in
the suburbs, office tower shopping malls, neighbourhood street corners or specialty areas such
as hospitals or airports.
Alcohol is becoming more readily available at
cafés and quick-service concepts. For example,
Starbucks announced it will begin offering beer,
wine and tapas at select Canadian locations
this year, while KFC’s fast-casual concept, KFC
Fresh, is set to offer beer in its downtown
Toronto locations.
New concepts from old favourites: Second Cup
Coffee Co., Second Cup’s art-forward café

Open Up And Watch Sales Soar.
With a total of 16 competitively-priced models in horizontal and vertical
versions, Master-Bilt’s new HOAM & VOAM model open air merchandisers

concept in downtown Toronto; Ricky’s Café
Breakfast and Lunch, Burnaby, B.C.; South
St. Burger Bar, Toronto; London Bull (sister
to Browns Socialhouse), Langley, B.C. and
Smoke’s Weinerie (sister to Smoke’s Poutinerie),
Dartmouth, N.S. — Jackie Sloat-Spencer

provide industry-leading value, styling and flexibility.
Standard features include:
» LED canopy lighting for optimum product display «
» Electronic controller systems for reliable performance «
» Lowest DB rating provides quiet sound quality for retail environments «
» A larger packout space than many competitive models of similar size «
» Plus, All models already meet 2017 Department of Energy standards «

800.647.1284 | master-bilt.com
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up with demand,” Fox says. “The whole purpose of our training is making sure the guest
experience is completely understood by our
operators. We have very strong metrics on
lighting levels, sound levels and speed of service. Everybody talks about food quality; that
you can train for in a vacuum. But you can’t
train an operating experience in a vacuum.
You need a real working situation where
you’ve got real live guests, and it’s like a movie
set: lights, sound, action, roll the camera.”
After all, isn’t every dining experience a
well-orchestrated performance? l
FOODSERVICEANDHOSPITALITY.COM
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KING
FOOD
COURT
OF THE

An insatiable appetite for the
quick-service market makes
MTY Food Group an old pro at
the acquisitions game, and that’s
not likely to change anytime soon
BY JACKIE SLOAT-SPENCER

O

ne way to conquer the foodservice market is to join forces
with other leaders as seen in
the headline-grabbing mergers
between Tim Hortons and Burger King, Cara
Operations and Prime Restaurants as well as
Kraft and Heinz. Another way is to master
the acquisitions game by snapping up quickservice concepts — a strategy that’s earned
MTY Food Group the nickname “King of the
Food Court.”

FOODSERVICEANDHOSPITALITY.COM

In the three decades since founder, Stanley
Ma, launched his Chinese-Polynesian restaurant Le Paradis du Pacifique, MTY’s stable of
quick-service eateries has grown to more than
35 brands, posting $888 million in systemwide sales in 2014, and earning its top brand,
Country Style, the number 33 spot on F&H’s
“Top 100 Report.” The strategy is simple in
theory. “The first thing we look for is always
the same thing: profitability,” begins Eric
Lefebvre, CFO of the company that added

167 stores to its network in 2014 via acquisitions, including a 90-per-cent ownership
position in Madisons New York Grill & Bar
($12.9 million), the franchising operations of
Van Houtte Café Bistros ($950,000) as well as
the assets of Café Depôt, Muffin Plus, SushiMan and Fabrika ($13.9 million). “We need
to have a concept that is not only profitable
at one moment but that will be profitable
in the long run.” To ensure each potential
acquisition is sustainable, the team evaluFOODSERVICE AND HOSPITALITY JUNE 2015
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ates the strength of the brand in question, its
franchisee network and the quality of the real
estate involved before determining how it will
fit into MTY’s portfolio.
“MTY has been doing this for years — consolidating the quick-service sector,” affirms
Doug Fisher, president at FHG International
- Foodservice & Franchise Consultants in
Toronto. “They have found a great way to
grow through consolidation, but their consolidation is mostly focused on picking up tired
brands and breathing new life into them.”
Case in point: when it acquired the North
American assets of Manchu Wok, Wasabi
Grill & Noodle and SenseAsian for $7.9 million in December, MTY executives swapped
out the leadership at the Manchu Wok brand
for its own. “We interviewed the entire payroll and made decisions based on what we
believe is going to be best for the network, the
franchisees and the rest of MTY in the long
run,” Lefebvre explains. Brands that join the
MTY network benefit from better negotiation
power when it comes to supplier or distributor contracts, but it can take up to two years
to let pre-existing contracts expire while reassessing the supply chain. In the majority of
cases, the team can lower food costs by a few
percentage points.
During other acquisitions, ensuring longterm profitability can also mean pulling back.
In 2013, MTY acquired the Extreme Brandz
portfolio, which included Extreme Pita,
Mucho Burrito and PurBlendz, but during
the past year it closed 18 Extreme Pita units.
“Whenever a brand grows really fast there is
always a period where you have to take a step
back and reassess your situation. Extreme
Pita is no different. It was very rapid growth,
and when you grow rapidly you make a few
mistakes here and there, and sometimes you
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have to take a break, catch your breath, look
at what you’ve done and then decide where
you’re going for the future,” Lefebvre explains.
“The pattern was very similar when we
acquired Jugo Juice a few years ago. That
was a brand that grew very rapidly. After we
acquired it, we took a break,” says the CFO,
alluding to store closures. “There were a
number of problems that needed to be fixed
and addressed, and we fixed all of those, and
now Jugo Juice is one of our fastest-growing
brands.”
What’s ticketed to be another fast-growing brand is MTY’s new Tosto Quickfire
Pizza Pasta, a fast-casual eatery in downtown
Toronto, which feeds into the popularity of
the quick-fire pizza trend (premium-quality
pies prepared fast on high-temperature surfaces) in the U.S. — a timely strategy given
the recent news that Los Angeles-based Blaze
Fast-Fire’d Pizza plans to open 60 franchised
units in Canada.
Tosto Quickfire Pizza Pasta offers fastfired pies as well as salads, pasta, antipasti
and desserts made from scratch in an open
kitchen. Beer and wine are also on offer. “We
feel there is real potential, and there is no real
dominant chain yet in Canada in that specific
part of the market, so if we can be that player,
then we will benefit from it,” says Lefebvre,
adding that the MTY team is intent on growing the brand through franchising.
Growing through the fast-casual market
is a smart move, says Fisher, pointing to the
higher price point and increased retail value
of the product. “The only way the restaurant
industry is going to survive, is to find a way to
increase profitability. We’re a marginal profit
business, so we’ve got to find other ways [to
profit].” According to NPD’s latest research,
fast-casual fared well last year compared
to other segments, posting a
15-per-cent increase in traffic,
compared to quick-service (up
two per cent); family/midscale
(down 10 per cent); and casualdining (down eight per cent).
Meanwhile, in an industry where consumers already
expect the world, there are
ongoing challenges. “The economic environment remains
uncertain; from the drop in
oil prices and in the Canadian
dollar to the multiple bankruptcies in the retail environment, 2015 will be another

LEAN AND MEAN
When chains band together, franchisees benefit
from many of the synergies, says Doug Fisher,
president at FHG International - Foodservice
& Franchise Consultants in Toronto. “The purchasing power has more than doubled; you
can thin out head-office management and
costs,” he says.
But Cara Operations’ acquisition of Prime
Restaurants has snuffed out a lot of the diversity in the eastern Canadian casual-dining
market, with 72 per cent of Cara’s 837 units in
Ontario, followed by seven per cent in Quebec.
“Some of those brands’ stores — although they
used to be independent and competitive — are
cannibalizing each other, because now it’s all
the same company. [Cara] will probably end up
closing a bunch of stores,” Fisher adds. “We
are closing off some of the competitiveness of
the market.”
Meanwhile, December marked the completion of the merger of Tim Hortons and Burger
King. But, the formation of the new company
led to 350 job cuts at the Oakville, Ont.-based
Tims’ head office, leaving many questioning
whether the combined entity would benefit
from other synergies in the Tim Hortons and
Burger King network, from real estate to marketing. “Any time you have the merger of two
companies in the same industry there will be
some synergies,” said Daniel Schwartz, CEO
of Restaurant Brands International, during an
investors’ call. “What we said from the beginning is we plan to operate and run these two
iconic brands as independent brands. Each will
have its own management team, each will be
focused on its own marketing, its own development, its own operations, its own real estate.”
The team found cost savings through back-ofhouse as well as corporate functions, including
finance, human resources, legal and IT.

challenging period,” Ma, CEO, wrote in a
recent investors’ report. “To overcome the
challenges … MTY will continue to focus on
providing a better alternative than its competitors and on strengthening its competitive
position, improving product quality, assortment and presentation. As such, our success
rests on the strength of our team and of each
individual franchisee.”
And, with systemwide sales projected to
reach $1 billion in 2015, and a long list of
potential concept procurements on the horizon, MTY is poised for continued growth.
“We’re still very hungry for more acquisitions, but we need to make sure we’re disciplined and that we acquire a company for the
right reason,” sums up Lefebvre. l
FOODSERVICEANDHOSPITALITY.COM
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BLURRED
LINES

The distinction between
foodservice and grocery
isn’t as clear as it used
to be, as the popularity
and quality of grocery
store home-meal
replacement rises
BY CAROL NESHEVICH
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magine this increasingly common scenario: Sally is on her way home from
work; she stops at the grocery store to
do her weekly shop, but as she strolls the
aisles, she can’t imagine cooking a full
meal from scratch at home tonight after the
tiring day she’s had. Besides, it’s already 6
p.m., and the kids will be starving. Then she
spots the grocery store home-meal replacement (HMR) section: a full selection of
ready-to-eat meals, from chicken pot pies to
nutritious salads to hearty pasta dishes and

much more — all at fairly reasonable prices.
All of a sudden, the menu for tonight’s dinner
becomes clear.
“From our latest figures at NPD, there
are about 243-million visits [per year]
into grocers that have an HMR program,”
explains Mark Dempsey, director of Client
Development, Foodservice at the NPD Group
Canada in Toronto. “What we’ve seen over
the last six or seven years is about a 17-percent increase of visits into HMR, which is well
ahead of the marketplace. If you consider that
FOODSERVICE AND HOSPITALITY JUNE 2015
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STEPPING IT UP Home-meal replacement (HMR) options are improving at
grocers such as Loblaws, which offers
Sticky Toffee Pudding (top) and Mac
and Cheese Croquettes (above); Rocket
Bakery & Fresh Food appeals to the HMR
crowd with its cinnamon buns (below)

quick-service restaurants (QSRs) and fullservice restaurants (FSRs) have been pretty
much flat and are expected to remain flat over
the next couple of years, then, as a general
segment, HMR is expected to be a shining
star. Canadians currently spend about $2.5
billion [per year] on HMR … this is a market
segment that’s increased dramatically and is
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showing no signs of slowing.”
While HMR has been on the foodservice
industry’s radar for more than a decade, the
difference today is in the number of grocery
stores now offering HMR options as well as
the increasing quality and range of items.
It’s no longer the standard rotisserie chicken,
potato wedges and coleslaw; at popular grocery chains, including Ontario- and Nova
Scotia-based Sobey’s, Montreal-based Metro,
Vaughan, Ont.-based Longo’s and Torontobased Loblaws, there are now various innovative dishes.
Loblaws, for instance, launched its
From-Our-Chefs program in select stores
in 2012 to bring restaurant-quality meals
to the HMR counter. “We pride ourselves
on innovation,” says Jim Saufl, VP, Fresh,
Operations Standards, Market Stores at
Loblaw Companies Ltd. “Every spring and
fall we add new items to the From-Our-Chefs
program to ensure our assortment remains
seasonally relevant and regularly provides
new items for our customers to enjoy.”
Some of the popular HMR options on
Loblaws’ menu include Panko Chicken
with Sweet Chili Sauce ($5 each), Turkey
Spinach Meatballs ($5 each), Broccoli Cashew
Crunch ($1.99 per 100 grams) and Turkish
Pearl Couscous ($1.99 per 100 grams). While
Loblaws won’t share sales numbers, Saufl will
say customers have responded well to the
From-Our-Chefs program. “Since the launch in
2012, we have expanded the program to more
than 280 stores across the country,” he says.
But should traditional foodservice operators be worried about this new face of grocery
HMR? Perhaps, but not necessarily. Although
Loblaws and its counterparts are striving
to provide higher quality and greater menu

FROM RESTAURANT
TO GROCERY
While grocery stores strive to offer restaurant-quality home-meal replacement (HMR) items for shoppers to take home, the reverse is happening as
well. Hamburgers from Toronto-based Lick’s have
been sold in frozen packages at grocery chains
for years and well-known Vancouver restaurateur
Vikram Vij has joined the fray, too. The owner of
top-rated Indian restaurants Vij’s and Rangoli
opened a 28,000-sq.-ft. production facility in 2010
to create frozen versions of some of his bestknown Indian dishes. “It’s a growing industry, and
I wanted to hit that market,” explains Vij. Sales of
his frozen items have grown to approximately $1.5
million a year, and they are available in numerous
grocery stores across the country, including select
Whole Foods, Safeway, IGA and Loblaws locations
as well as various independent grocers and food
shops. Vij sees his take-home grocery options as
a way to help people cultivate a love for traditional
Indian food. “These are not TV dinners,” he says.
“The idea is that you come home from work, you’re
tired, you don’t have the time to chop the onions,
the garlic, but you still want really good authentic
Indian food.” The fully prepared curries and main
dishes come in frozen bags to be boiled at home,
and consumers are encouraged to cook their own
rice or naan to complete the meal. “The curried
chickpeas sell extremely well ($8.99 for a 300 g
bag),” says Vij, noting that his frozen chicken and
lamb curries are also very popular.

innovation, NPD’s Dempsey says the overall
consumer perception is that they haven’t
quite hit the mark yet. “At NPD, we study
customer-satisfaction scores, and one of the
areas HMR is the most challenged is satisfaction with the menu. So, while consumers are
seeing good value in terms of time savings
and money savings, only 27 per cent of consumers tell us they are satisfied with the menu
FOODSERVICEANDHOSPITALITY.COM
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in their chosen HMR outlet,” says Dempsey.
“So, FSR or QSR operators should be backing themselves to win with the strength of
their menu options,” he explains. “Consumers
still want to go to QSR or FSR and get a wider
breadth of their favourite products.”
Michael Steh, executive chef at Toronto’s
Colette Grand Café, agrees. The French restaurant offers innovative take-home/takeout options, such as kale caesar salad with
marinated grilled chicken, grilled shrimp
on a chopped salad, grilled big-eye tuna on
a traditional Niçoise or roasted lamb on a
Thai-style noodle (all in the $15 range) that
customers can grab to eat at lunch (there’s
a lovely park across the street where many
diners enjoy Colette’s take-out fare) or take it
home to eat at night. That said, Steh doesn’t
view grocery HMR as competition; he thinks
his café offers something completely different. “People come to our restaurant, because
they want the entire package,” he says. “People
who are purchasing something to take home
or supplement their own cooking, and people
who are looking to go out for a dining
experience ... those are completely different
[customers]. I don’t think [the rise of gro-

cery HMR] is going to affect the numbers at
restaurants in general, because if you create a
captivating enough experience that’s got a lot
of great qualities to it — whether it’s the service, the atmosphere, the food or the beverage
program — you don’t need to worry.”
NPD’s Dempsey concurs: “When it comes
down to it, even the nicest HMR areas are still
a supermarket; so when people want to go
out for that family meal occasion, they’re still
going to favour FSR over HMR.”
Kelly Mansell, owner of Rocket Bakery &
Fresh Food in St. John’s, N.L., runs five businesses in one: a coffee shop, bakery, freshfood outlet with soups and sandwiches as
well as a catering and events space. When she
first opened a few years ago, her focus was on
bakery items, but it didn’t take long to realize
the “fresh food” business was more popular.
Quality, tasty homemade items such as soups
($6.95 per serving), salads ($4.50 to $6.95),
sandwiches made on fresh bread ($6.95 to
$8.50), quiche ($5.95 per slice) and pulledpork turnovers ($8.50) are extremely popular,
and Rocket’s baked fish cakes ($3.75 each) are
legendary in town. These items are available
in the café, or they can be purchased to take

home, HMR-style. “We’re finding people are
wanting more and more of that take-home,
ready-to-eat meal,” she says, “and what we
offer here has got a healthier spin than what
people usually have access to for take-home.”
They make everything from scratch at Rocket
and try to source the highest-quality ingredients, which Mansell believes differentiates
them from many grocery HMR options.
The Rocket operator is confident
demand for quality HMR-style offerings
will continue to grow. “The time has passed
for just grabbing fast-food, because you’ve
got to get to soccer practice and the kids
need to eat something,” she says. “If you’re
going to spend your money on something
convenient, people want it to be high quality
and nutritious.”
Overall, HMR is one more market restaurateurs should monitor, while keeping
customers engaged with meals-to-go and
unique restaurant experiences — particularly in the full-service market. “Full-service
operators should know that the money
they’re investing into a great atmosphere,
a great environment, is going to reap dividends,” assures Dempsey. l
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POURING FOR PROFITS

BROWN
FADES
TO WHITE
Light-coloured spirits,
such as tequila and gin, are
revving up cocktail menus

PHOTO: DREAMSTIME.COM

BY ALAN McGINTY

“Gin is in,” says Alex Harber, bar manager
at Toronto’s Nota Bene.
Liquor Control Board of Ontario
(LCBO) sales figures back up the gin
boom: sales are up 21.6 per cent since
2010, and gin drinkers are moving upscale,
with “deluxe” gins up more than 300 per
cent (from a small base) and “premium”
gins up 27 per cent. “Standard” gins are
down 22 per cent, according to Genevieve
Tomney, senior communications consultant, LCBO.
Toronto’s Nota Bene offers numerous
pairing opportunities within its extensive
gin list, which includes a dozen choices —
from the coriander, lemon and liquorice
notes of U.K.’s Bombay Sapphire to the
wild rose hip and Labrador tea of Canada’s
Ungava. The spirit is mixed with one of
three tonics, including the house blend,
Fever Tree or Schweppes. “Juniper … is
in all gins, but there are other herbs and
botanicals, including flowers, that give
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POURING FOR PROFITS

[the spirit] different flavour
profiles,” explains Harber. The
crowd at the Toronto mainstay is fairly conservative, but
Harber still slips in fresh and
innovative cocktails such as
the gin-based Murasaki ($14,
pictured in inset on p. 57).
Crushed flower petals give the
purple drink its colour and a
splash of tonic gives it fizz.

Montecito Restaurant

MackayWong Strategic Design

Photography: David Whittaker

So, if gin is in, what’s out?
“Brown [alcohol] is pretty
much dead,” Harber says,
adding he’s seeing a lot of
interest in tequila, especially
premium reposados, oak-aged
“sipping tequilas.” “Tequila
negronis are [big], and mezcal has buzz…. It’s almost a
Scotch or bourbon replacement.” LCBO figures show a

39-per-cent jump in the tequila category from 2010 to 2015.
The deluxe and premium
categories (combined) have
risen 242 per cent and now
account for just under half of
all tequila sales in Ontario.
Other cocktail trends
include a rise of interest in
unique offerings; look no
further than the tea boom

YOUR HOSPITALITY
BUILDING PARTNER
416.755.2505 ext. 22
bltconstruction.com
Toronto - Vancouver

JAZZ IT UP
Bartenders and mixologists continue to add
their own creative flair to drinks, introducing
complementary elixirs and house-made ingredients. Alex Harber, bar manager at Toronto’s
Nota Bene, jazzes up a cocktail with aperol
— an Italian aperitif with ingredients such as bitter orange and rhubarb. “It’s like a bartender’s
ketchup … you can add it to almost anything,” he
says. Meanwhile, Brendan Piunno, bartender at
Toronto’s upscale Carbon Bar has found success
making shrubs with a vinegar base and fruit infusions. “It’s a good way to get fresh acidity without
using lime or lemon.… [It works] better with tropical fruit. We use a lot of blood oranges.” Carbon
Bar’s Waiting for the Sun cocktail ($14, pictured)
has a bourbon base with a house-made blood
orange shrub, lime juice, vanilla bean, muddled
strawberries and a simple syrup for sweetness.
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spreading to bars. Neila
MacIntyre, bar manager at
Calgary’s Ox and Angela,
uses tea to balance drinks.
She recommends including
a sweetened variety instead
of a syrup. Think: Earl Grey,
camomile or smoky lapsang
souchong. “It sells itself,” says
MacIntyre. “Tea is often the
ingredient that jumps out

and makes people want to
try it.” One success last season was the Winter Warmer
($13), a glass of Four Roses
bourbon, Carpano Antica
sweet vermouth, St. Germain
and lemon juice accompanied by a pot of Earl Grey
tea, which the customer
added to taste.
In another surprising

twist, MacIntyre has seen an
uptick in Calgary of “kitschy,
colourful cocktails you can
have a lot of fun with. Think:
Blue Hawaiian, a souped-up
mojito or a tiki rum cocktail.”
And, yes, the drink would be
served with a chunky fruit
garnish and a paper umbrella. Cocktails should be fun,
after all. l
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Norman Hardie
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EQUIPMENT

WHAT’S
ON
TAP?
There’s no
shortage
of equipment
innovations
brewing in the
beveragedispensing
category

PHOTOS: DREAMSTIME.COM [PREPARING ESPRESSO]

BY DENISE DEVEAU

T

here’s always
something brewing in the world
of beverage dispensing
systems. Whether it’s
supercharged, stateof-the-art automated
espresso machines or
beverage offerings, which
require unique dispensing
solutions, manufacturers
and foodservice operators
have been branching into
new territory, creating
innovations.
For some subsegments, old trends
are being made new
again. According to
Daren Schwengler, president, SBS Food Service
Equipment & Specialty
Beverage Solutions, a
Calgary-based beveragedispensing system distributor, that trend is evident
in specialty coffee systems.
“Years ago there was a big
shift to automation. Then
there was a massive shift
towards more traditional
espresso machines.”
Now, with major
chains and mainstream
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operations cashing in
on the booming specialty coffee market,
the industry is seeing
a shift back to automatic espresso machines.
“There are much better
quality machines now
that can do things traditional machines can’t,”
Schwengler says. “[They
have] web-enabled remote
access, self-cleaning features and digital touchscreens that can even run
instructional videos for
staff.” However, automated machines do not
come cheap; they typically
cost between $15,000 and
$20,000, the SBS president
says.
One of the principal
drivers behind the return
to automation is the fact
that trained baristas are in
short supply, and production demand is growing,
especially in quick-service
operations. “We’re seeing places that need to
deliver quality product
fast,” Schwengler explains.
“In the U.S., McDonald’s
is launching the new
Switzerland-produced
Melitta Cafina CT8 that
is so revolutionary it can
measure the size of the
coffee in the chamber,
monitor water quality
to alert operators when
filters need changing and
adjust the grinder to make
sure it is always producing
the perfect cup.”

For Gene Durand,
owner of Laggan’s
Mountain Bakery &
Delicatessen in Lake
Louise, Alta., his latest machines are two
Coffee Art Plus units
(approximately $15,000
each) from Zuchwil,
Switzerland-based
Schaerer. Having worked
with traditional and automated machines during
the past 15 years, Durand
has found the new automated systems deliver
consistent results and are
so simple to use that he

INNOVATION
AND AUTOMATION
The beverage-dispensing
category is constantly
being reinvented with
innovations such as the
unique wine-dispensing
system at Gusto 101
in Toronto (below left)
and automated coffee
machines that cater to
increased demand for
specialty coffee in a
challenged labour market
(top left and above)
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SUPPLYSIDE
TopBrewer Pro from
Denmark-based
Scanomat is a unique,
single-serve beanto-cup system that
dispenses beverages
through a single countertop stainless-steel
tap. The system is
smartphone and tablet
compatible to enable
customization, cashless payment and loyalty programs. It features two self-adjustable grinders (filter
and espresso), while a chilled water option allows operators
to dispense water and juices.
The Netherlands-based Bravilor
Bonamat’s FreshGround series
drip coffee system controls the
bean-to-cup process, from grind
settings and strength selections
to flavouring with the user-friendly touchscreen. It’s an ideal
choice for offices or restaurants,
which want to serve a fresh
cup of coffee every time. It can
brew up to 8.3 gallons of coffee
per hour. The machines cost
between $6,000 and $7,000.
The Germany-based WMF’s
1500 S is an automated
espresso unit (12”x27”x23”),
which can produce up to 40
beverages in three cup sizes. It
features hoppers for two bean
types (plus chocolate powder),
a touchscreen panel and sensors to indicate the machine’s
condition. The system produces up to 120 12-ounce
cups a day and costs $12,000
to $14,000.

doesn’t have to constantly
scramble with staff training due to high employee
turnover. “We’re very busy
in the summer months,
which is a real problem,
because we hire a lot of
university students who
work part-time,” Durand
explains. “With these
machines, the ease of use

is significant. You just
press a button to make
whatever coffee has been
ordered, and it takes out
all or most of the human
error associated [with it]
and makes a good cup
of espresso, cappuccino
or latte.”
The coffee machines
are also workhorses. “In
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the two-and-a-half years
since I bought the first
Schaerer, it had gone
through 70,000 shots
without [needing any new
parts],” he says.
Conventional brewers
have heralded innovations as well. Schwengler
reports that in-demand
items on the tea front
include hot-water dispensing towers, which
can regulate temperatures
based on the type of tea
being brewed. FETCO,
based in Lake Zurich, Ill.,
has a new touch-screen
system, which costs
approximately $3,500.
Even plain old coffeedispensing urns have been
upscaled. At TD Place
in Ottawa, the premium
restaurant division just
invested in six state-ofthe-art, vacuum-sealed,
gravity-feed dispensing
urns from Woodbury,
Minn.-based Service
Ideas (model URN30VBS,
$1,000 for each machine).
Liz Graham, GM of
Premium Services, Levy
Restaurants at Ottawa
Sports and Entertainment
Group, which operates
TD Place, says the stainless steel, brushed finish
resists scratches and is
easier than regular polished stainless steel to
maintain. “They’re very
high-end and look more
professional.” The larger
three-gallon size makes
them heavy (34 lbs.), but
Graham says they require
less replenishing and are
easy to set up.
Of course, beverage
dispensing is not all about
heating things up. In fact,
there are systems on the

market that are breaking
new ground in the world
of cold beverages.
One of the fastestgrowing areas is inhouse filtered still and
carbonated water dispensing systems, says
Patrick Watt, principal
with Day in Life foodservice consultancy in Saint
John, N.B. “They’re especially popular with millennials who want good
water but want to get rid
of plastic. (Markham,
Ont.-based) Q water has
a fantastic system.”
Peter Stoddart, owner
of Saint John Ale House
in Saint John, N.B., opted
for a Q water system when
he renovated the pub in
May 2014. “We had been
researching a way to provide a purified sparkling
or still water option for
our guests with a reduced
carbon footprint. Q water
is the least impactful on
the environment, delivering this product to the
market in a simple and
renewable way.” There
are no bottles to store
and recycle or deliveries required. The system,
which takes up less than
20 sq. ft. of space, costs
from $160 a month,
including equipment,
installation and decanters.
Innovation is also
front and centre at Gusto
101 restaurant in Toronto.
“We were the first in
Toronto to have wine on
tap,” says Juanita Dickson,
president at Gusto 54, the
global restaurant group.
The wine is produced
at the on-site microwinery housed in the
basement. The dispens-

ing system, which was
designed and supplied
by Vintage One (V1)
in Toronto, took six
months to complete and
includes four 500-litre
stainless-steel tanks and
two additional 300-litre
stainless-steel tanks in
the private dining area on
the main floor. The two
wines (a red and a white
option) are pumped to
wooden barrel facades
and dispensed from taps.
Jorge Yarce, bar manager
at Gusto 101, estimates
wine represents 60 per
cent of alcohol sales — of
that, 45 per cent is wine
on tap.
“In putting the wine
cellar downstairs, naturally there were complications relating to gravity
and the additional labour
required to transport
product back and forth
to fill the barrels, but we
worked through the challenges,” Dickson says.
With new restaurant
Gusto 501 on the horizon, the management
team plans to take wine
on tap to the next level by
offering more wine choices, including Prosecco
on tap.
“Carbonation will be
a huge challenge to manage,” Yarce admits. “It
wasn’t doable in 101, but
we’re pretty sure we can
make it happen for 501.”
Not only does there
tend to be higher margins
for wine on tap, it’s also a
more eco-friendly option.
“That’s something we’re
very cognizant of, and the
best part is it also offers
great value for customers,”
Dickson sums up. l
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CHEF’S CORNER

STIRRING
UP
PASSION

Chef Tony Fernandes takes
inspiration from the East and
West to create a fusion of
flavour at the Crowne Plaza
Toronto Airport hotel
BY FATIMA SIDDIQUI

T

BITS & BITES

Favourite cuisine
to cook at home?
“Simple Indian
food”

Favourite
culinary
city?
“Dubai”
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Popular dishes at the Crowne Plaza Toronto Airport hotel include
smoked salmon two ways ($13); mixed grill, Lebanese-style ($28); and
roasted Cornish hen ($25).
For Fernandes, the kitchen is his sanctuary. The hotel’s walls are
adorned with more than 45 awards from culinary competitions
worldwide. Late last year, his team won gold at the Culinary World
Cup, creating more than 25 dishes. Like any competition it was a
learning experience. “I want to learn, and because of these competitions I [gain] more knowledge of the latest trends.”
Not only does Fernandes compete, but he is also a World Association
of Chefs Societies’-approved international culinary judge. Working in
the community seems to be part of the job: he has taught courses
about the latest food trends at Georgian College in Barrie, Ont. and
Humber College in Toronto, and he mentors secondary and postsecondary interns.
It’s all part of his 30-year career journey, which has also included
work in five-star hotels in Saudi Arabia, the UAE and India. Fernandes
has served celebrities, prominent political figures, including former
Prime Minister Paul Martin, the president of India and the first lady
of Poland. He’s appeared on TV programs, such as Toronto’s Breakfast
Television, and The Escoffier Society of Toronto has recently named
him the Central Region Chef of the Year for 2015. “I always say being
a chef looks like a very glamorous life, but it’s not very glamorous,” he
says. “It’s a lot of hard work.” l
What do you do for fun?
“Play the guitar”
What is the largest
banquet you’ve
catered?
“3,650 people”
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ony Fernandes’ love
for food permeates the
kitchen at the Crowne
Plaza Toronto Airport hotel.
“If you don’t have passion or love for food, you cannot be in this business,” affirms the food and beverage director and group executive chef.
“[It] shows on the plate.”
Embracing the career path of his grandfather and father, Fernandes
began cultivating an interest for cooking at the age of 11 when he
worked alongside his father — an instructor at the Institute of Hotel
Management in Mumbai, India, which became the budding chef ’s
alma mater. “I stayed in that college for 25 years when my father was
teaching. We had accommodation, so I breathed food. I always wanted
to be a top chef.”
That intense drive propelled Fernandes to become an executive
chef while working in Dubai at the age of 28. It was at the Hotel
Holiday International when he assumed the dual position of food and
beverage director and executive chef — one of the first few chefs in
the country to possess the title. But, eventually he moved to Canada
to explore new opportunities.
Today, the 55-year-old toque fulfills the same role for the Torontobased Royal Equator Inc., which operates the Crowne Plaza Toronto
Airport, Hilton Garden Inn Toronto/Mississauga and Four Points
by Sheraton Toronto Airport. The menus cater to international clientele, although Fernandes’ dishes always have a French foundation.
“Coming from India, I know the Indian spices, Asian spices, the Thai,
and I know the West and how they work. Being trained in French
cuisine, I marry the spices and do fusion.”
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Chefs take great pride in their sources. They are as carefully selected as the carrots, cucumbers
and peppers they feature on their menus. Chefs know great meals begin at the source.
In the vast Panna Estate, rich in natural beauty and situated in
the heart of Tuscany, lies the source of the pleasingly balanced
and refreshing Acqua Panna spring water. Acqua Panna boasts
a unique smooth and velvety taste, giving it the rare ability to
please all discerning palates. A Taste of Tuscany.

Enriched with minerals during a 30 year long underground
journey in the Italian Alps and bottled at the source
in San Pellegrino Terme, Italy, S.Pellegrino has been a
key ingredient in exceptional meals since 1899.
Chefs trust S.Pellegrino for their sparkling moments.

For more visit: finedininglovers.com

We measure our success by
our customer’s satisfaction.
We take pride in working with you, our customer
partners, to provide you with quality products you
can trust.
• State-of-the-art oilseed processing and packaging plants
• Multiple production facilities, strategically located across
Canada
• Largest selection of established, proven and next
generation Non Hydrogenated product solutions
• Best in class order fill rates and rapid response times
• Certified to the GFSI (Global Food Safety Initiative)
Standard of SQF (Safe Quality Food) Level 3
• Hazard Analysis and Critical Control Point (HACCP)
• Our products are manufactured in accordance with Good
Manufacturing Practices (GMP’s)

Trust the Oils Experts, Trust Bunge™
For more information please contact your local
Distributor, or Bunge at 1-800-361-3043

